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Abstract 
A new Small-Gain Theorem is presented for general nonlinear control 
systems. The novelty of this research work is that vector Lyapunov 
functions and functionals are utilized to derive various input-to-output 
stability and input-to-state stability results. It is shown that the proposed 
approach recovers several recent results as special instances and is 
extendible to several important classes of control systems such as large-
scale complex systems, nonlinear sampled-data systems and nonlinear time-
delay systems. An application to a biochemical circuit model illustrates the 
generality and power of the proposed vector small-gain theorem.  
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1. Introduction 
 
    The small-gain theorem has been widely recognized as an important tool for robustness analysis and robust 
controller design within the control systems community. For instance, classical small-gain theorems [4,43] have 
played a crucial role for linear robust control of uncertain systems subject to dynamic uncertainties [44].  As 
introduced in the framework of classical small-gain, an essential condition for input-output stability of a feedback 
system is that the loop gain is less than one. This condition relying upon on the concept of linear finite-gain was first 
relaxed by Hill [7] and then Mareels and Hill [26] using the notions of monotone gain and nonlinear operators. Some 
nonlinear versions of the classical small-gain theorem are derived for input-output stability of nonlinear feedback 
systems. Quickly after the birth of the notion of input-to-state stability (ISS) originally introduced by Sontag [33], a 
nonlinear, generalized small-gain theorem was developed in [9]. This nonlinear ISS small-gain theorem differs from 
classical small-gain theorems and the nonlinear small-gain theorem of [7] and [26] in several aspects. One of them is 
that both internal and external stability properties are discussed in a single framework, while only input-output 
stability is addressed in previous small-gain theorems. As demonstrated in [9] and the subsequent work of many 
others, nonlinear small-gain has led to new solutions to several challenging problems in robust nonlinear control, such 
as stabilization by partial-state and output feedback, robust adaptive tracking, and nonlinear observers. More 
interestingly, this perspective of nonlinear small-gain can find useful applications in monotone systems, an important 
class of systems in mathematical biology (see [1,2,5]). Further extensions of this tool to the cases of non-uniform in 
time stability, discrete-time systems and Lyapunov characterizations are pursued by several authors independently; 
see, for instance,  [6,8,10,11,13,16,17,20,38,40].  
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    This paper takes a step further to broaden the applicability and generality of nonlinear small-gain by removing two 
essential restrictions in previous small-gain theorems. A common feature of the earlier nonlinear small-gain theorems 
is that the semi-group property is required implicitly or explicitly for the solutions of the feedback system in question, 
whether the feedback system is described by ordinary differential equations or takes the form of hybrid and switched 
systems. We will adopt a weak semi-group property which is much more relaxed than the semi-group property (see 
[18,19]). As shown in our recent work [20], the weak semi-group property allows studying a wide class of nonlinear 
feedback systems such as hybrid and switched systems. While the small-gain theorem to be introduced in this paper 
retains the above-mentioned features of our earlier nonlinear ISS small-gain theorem, it will enjoy an additional new 
feature, that is, both finite-dimensional and infinite-dimensional systems can be addressed. Here we mainly focus on 
time-delay systems described by retarded functional differential equations. We will achieve this somehow ambitious 
task by making use of vector Lyapunov functions and functionals. Because of the latter, we coin our new small-gain 
theorem presented in this paper “vector small gain”. The advantage of vector Lyapunov function versus single 
Lyapunov function in nonlinear stability analysis has been well documented in past literature [25,28]. Recent work in 
[21, 24] provides further evidence on the usefulness of vector Lyapunov functions to the case of input-to-state 
stability. In this paper, we will show that the vector small-gain theorem can recover several newly introduced small-
gain theorems for large-scale complex systems [3,15,21,42]. In addition, it is shown that, within vector small-gain, 
uniform and non-uniform input-to-output and input-to-state stability properties can be studied for various important 
classes of nonlinear dynamical controlled systems. Examples of these systems include those represented by Ordinary 
Differential Equations (ODEs), Retarded Functional Differential Equations (RFDEs), and sampled-data systems. An 
interesting application to a biochemical control circuit model is given to demonstrate the effectiveness of this vector 
small-gain methodology. 
 
     The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide certain useful results on monotone discrete-
time systems. The results contained in this section are used extensively in subsequent sections. Section 3 of the paper 
provides a brief review of the system-theoretic framework introduced in [18,19,20] and the main result is stated 
(Theorem 3.1). In Section 4 sufficient Lyapunov-like conditions for the verification of the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 
are presented for three types of systems: (i) Systems described by ODEs, (ii) Systems described by RFDEs and (iii) 
Sampled-Data systems. The results contained in Section 4 are exploited in Section 5, where examples and 
applications of the vector small-gain methodology are given. The conclusions of the paper are provided in Section 6. 
The proofs of most of the results of the paper are given in the Appendix. 
 
 
Notations Throughout this paper we adopt the following notations:  
•  We denote by +K  the class of positive, continuous functions defined on }0:{: ≥ℜ∈=ℜ+ xx . We say that a 
function ++ ℜ→ℜ:ρ  is positive definite if 0)0( =ρ  and 0)( >sρ  for all 0>s . By K  we denote the set of 
positive definite, increasing and continuous functions. We say that a positive definite, increasing and continuous 
function ++ ℜ→ℜ:ρ  is of class ∞K  if +∞=+∞→ )(lim ss ρ . By KL  we denote the set of all continuous functions 
+++ ℜ→ℜ×ℜ= :),( tsσσ  with the properties: (i) for each 0≥t  the mapping ),( t⋅σ  is of class K  ; (ii) for each 
0≥s , the mapping ),( ⋅sσ  is non-increasing with 0),(lim =+∞→ tst σ . 
•  ( ) { }0...,,0:),...,(: 11 ≥≥ℜ∈′=ℜ=ℜ ++ nnnnn xxxx . niie 1}{ =  denotes the standard basis of nℜ . +Z  denotes the 
set of non-negative integers. 
•  Let nyx ℜ∈, . We say that yx ≤   if and only if nxy +∈ℜ− )( . We say that a function ++ ℜ→ℜn:ρ  is of class 
nN , if ρ  is continuous with 0)0( =ρ  and such that )()( yx ρρ ≤  for all nyx +ℜ∈,  with yx ≤ . 
•  For 00 ≥≥ tt  let nnVVVtt ℜ∈′=→∋ ))(),...,(()(],[ 10 ττττ  be a bounded map. We define 
[ ] ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛=
∈∈
)(sup,...,)(sup:
],[
1
],[
],[
00
0
ττ
ττ ntttttt
VVV . For a measurable and essentially bounded function nbax ℜ→],[:  
)(sup
],[
txess
bat∈
denotes the essential supremum of )( ⋅x . 
•  We say that mn ++ ℜ→ℜΓ :  is non-decreasing if )()( yx Γ≤Γ  for all nyx +ℜ∈,  with yx ≤ . For an integer 1≥k , 
we define )(...)()( xx
timesk
k 43421 ooo ΓΓΓ=Γ , when nm = . 
•  We define nℜ∈′= )1,...,1,1(1 . If vu ≤  then vu 11 ≤ . 
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•  By X , we denote the norm of the normed linear space X . By  we denote the Euclidean norm of nℜ . Let 
X⊆U  with U∈0 . By { }ruUurBU ≤∈= X;:],0[  we denote the intersection of X⊆U  with the closed 
sphere of radius 0≥r , centered at U∈0 . If nU ℜ⊆  then )int(U  denotes the interior of the set nU ℜ⊆ . 
•   Let U  be a subset of a normed linear space U , with U∈0 . By )(UM  we denote the set of all locally bounded 
functions Uu →ℜ+: . By 0u  we denote the identically zero input, i.e., the input that satisfies Utu ∈= 0)(0  for 
all 0≥t . If nU ℜ⊆  then UM  denotes the space of measurable, locally bounded functions Uu →ℜ+: .  
 
 
 
2. Global Asymptotic Stability for Monotone Discrete-Time Systems 
 
Consider the discrete-time system 
 
n
kkk xxx ++ ℜ∈Γ= ,)(1                                                                         (2.1) 
 
where nn ++ ℜ→ℜΓ :  is a non-decreasing map with 0)0( =Γ . For the study of the above system we adopt the 
standard stability notions for discrete-time systems (see for instance [12,14] and references therein). More 
specifically, we say that n+ℜ∈0  is a Globally Asymptotically Stable (GAS) equilibrium point for (2.1) if 
0)(lim )( =Γ∞→ x
k
k
 for all nx +ℜ∈  and for every 0>ε  there exists 0>δ  such that δ≤x , nx +ℜ∈  implies 
ε≤Γ )()( xk  for all 1≥k . Next a necessary condition for the Global Asymptotic Stability property and a technical 
result that guarantees convergence to zero are provided. 
 
Proposition 2.1: If nℜ∈0  is GAS, then the following implication holds: 
 
0)( =⇒≥Γ xxx                                                                            (2.2) 
 
Proof: Suppose that there exists nx +ℜ∈ , 0≠x  with xx ≥Γ )( . By induction, it follows that xxk ≥Γ )()(  for all 
1≥k . Letting ∞→k  leads to a contradiction. Thus (2.2) holds.         <  
 
Lemma 2.2: Let nn ++ ℜ→ℜΓ :  be a continuous, non-decreasing map satisfying (2.2) with 0)0( =Γ . If the inequality 
xx ≤Γ )(  holds for some nx +ℜ∈  then 0)(lim )( =Γ∞→ y
k
k
 for all ny +ℜ∈  with xy ≤ . 
 
Proof: The sequence )()( xkΓ  is non-increasing (in the sense that xxxx ≤Γ≤Γ≤Γ≤≤ )()()(...0 )2()3( ) and therefore 
the limit rxk
k
=Γ∞→ )(lim
)(   exists. By virtue of continuity of the mapping nn ++ ℜ→ℜΓ :  we have rr =Γ )( . Condition 
(2.2) guarantees that 0=r  and consequently 0)(lim )( =Γ∞→ x
k
k
. Moreover, if xy ≤  then by induction it holds that 
0)()( )()( ≥Γ≥Γ yx kk  for all 1≥k , and consequently 0)(lim )( =Γ∞→ y
k
k
.         <  
 
Definition 2.3: Let nnxxx ℜ∈′= ),...,( 1 , nnyyy ℜ∈′= ),...,( 1 . We define },{ yxMAXz = , where 
n
nzzz ℜ∈′= ),...,( 1  satisfies },max{ iii yxz =  for ni ,...,1= . Similarly for nmuu ℜ∈,...,1  we have 
},...,{ 1 muuMAXz =  with },...,max{ 1 miii uuz = , ni ,...,1= . 
 
Remark 2.4:  
 
(a) The MAX  operator is different from the max  operator (which is implicitly defined on every set as the maximal 
element of a set). For example, if 2)2,1( ℜ∈′=x , 2)3,0( ℜ∈′=y  then the operation },max{ yx  is not defined while 
)3,1(},{ ′=yxMAX . Of course, if yx ≤  then },{},max{ yxMAXyxy == .  
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(b) If },{ yxMAXz ≤  and },{ vwMAXy ≤  then },,{ vwxMAXz ≤ . Also }},{,{},,{ wyMAXxMAXwyxMAX = . If 
zx ≤  and zy ≤  then zyxMAX ≤},{ . 
 
(c) Let nyx +ℜ∈, . In general we have ( ) )}(),({},{ yxMAXyxMAX ΓΓ≥Γ  for any non-decreasing map nn ++ ℜ→ℜΓ : . 
 
Definition 2.5: We say that nn ++ ℜ→ℜΓ :  is MAX-preserving if nn ++ ℜ→ℜΓ :  is non-decreasing and for every 
nyx +ℜ∈,  the following equality holds: 
 ( ) )}(),({},{ yxMAXyxMAX ΓΓ=Γ                                                             (2.3) 
 
The above defined MAX-preserving maps enjoy the following important property. 
 
Proposition 2.6: nn ++ ℜ→ℜΓ :  with ))(),...,(()( 1 ′ΓΓ=Γ xxx n  is MAX-preserving if and only if there exist non-
decreasing functions ++ ℜ→ℜ:, jiγ , nji ,...,1, =  with )(max)( ,
,...,1
jji
nj
i xx γ==Γ  for all 
nx +ℜ∈ , ni ,...,1= . 
 
Proof: Define )(:)(, jiji ses Γ=γ  for all 0≥s . Let nx +ℜ∈ , i.e., nnexexx ++= ...11  with 0≥ix , ni ,...,1= . Notice 
that },...,{ 11 nnexexMAXx =  and consequently ( ) )}(),...,({ 11 nnexexMAXx ΓΓ=Γ . Therefore ( ) )(max)}(),...,(max{ ,
,...,1
11 jji
nj
nniii xexexx γ==ΓΓ=Γ . The converse statement is a direct consequence of the 
definition )(max)( ,
,...,1
jji
nj
i xx γ==Γ .          <  
 
Next, necessary and sufficient conditions are provided for GAS of (2.1) for the case of a continuous MAX-preserving 
map. The proof of the following proposition is provided in the Appendix. 
 
Proposition 2.7: Suppose that nn ++ ℜ→ℜΓ :  with ))(),...,(()( 1 ′ΓΓ=Γ xxx n  is MAX-preserving and there exist 
functions 1, N∈jiγ , nji ,...,1, =  with )(max)( ,
,...,1
jji
nj
i xx γ==Γ , ni ,...,1= . The following statements are equivalent: 
 
(i) nℜ∈0  is GAS for (2.1). 
 
(ii) It holds that ssii <)(,γ , for all 0>s , ni ,...,1= . Furthermore, if 1>n  then the following set of small-gain 
conditions holds for each nr ,...,2= : 
 ( ) ssiiiiii r <)(... 13221 ,,, γγγ ooo , 0>∀s  
 
for all },...,1{ ni j ∈ , kj ii ≠  if kj ≠ . 
 
(iii) The following implication holds: 0)( =⇒≥Γ xxx . 
 
(iv) (iii) holds and for each 1≥k  and nx +ℜ∈  it holds that { })(),...,(),(,)()( )1()2()( xxxxMAXxQx nk −ΓΓΓ=≤Γ . 
 
 
Remark 2.8: Notice that nnQ ++ ℜ→ℜ:  is a continuous, MAX-preserving map with 0)0( =Q  and aaQ ≥)(  for all 
na +ℜ∈ . Moreover )())(( xQxQ ≤Γ  for all nx +ℜ∈ .  
 
The next proposition is a useful technical result, which will be used in the following section. 
 
Proposition 2.9: Suppose that nn ++ ℜ→ℜΓ :  with ))(),...,(()( 1 ′ΓΓ=Γ xxx n  is MAX-preserving and there exist 
functions 1, N∈jiγ , nji ,...,1, =  with )(max)( ,
,...,1
jji
nj
i xx γ==Γ , ni ,...,1= . Moreover, suppose that implication (2.2) 
holds and that { })(, xaMAXx Γ≤  for certain nax +ℜ∈, . Then )(aQx ≤ , where { })(),...,(),(,)( )1()2( aaaaMAXaQ n−ΓΓΓ= . 
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Proof: Suppose that { })(, xaMAXx Γ≤ . Then { })(),()( )2( xaMAXx ΓΓ≤Γ  and { })(),(, )2( xaaMAXx ΓΓ≤ . By an 
induction argument { })(),(),...,(, )1()( xaaaMAXx kk +ΓΓΓ≤  for all 1≥k . It follows from statement (iv) of 
Proposition 2.7 that { })(),( )1( xaQMAXx k+Γ≤  for all 1≥k . Since 0)(lim )( =Γ∞→ xkk , we obtain )(aQx ≤ .          <  
 
 
 
 
3. A Vector Small-Gain Theorem for a Wide Class of Systems 
 
 
3.A. Review of the System-Theoretic Framework  
 
In this work we make use of the system theoretic framework presented in [18,19,20]. For reasons of completeness the 
basic notions are recalled here. 
 
The notion of a Control System-Definition 2.1 in [20]: A control system ),,,,,(: HMM DU πφYX,=Σ  with outputs 
consists of  
 
(i)  a set U  (control set) which is a subset of a normed linear space U  with U∈0  and a set )(UM U M⊆  
(allowable control inputs) which contains at least the identically zero input 0u ,  
(ii)  a set D (disturbance set) and a set )( DM D M⊆ , which is called the “set of allowable disturbances”,  
(iii) a pair of normed linear spaces YX,  called the “state space” and the “output space”, respectively,  
(iv)  a continuous map YX →××ℜ+ UH :  that maps bounded sets of U××ℜ+ X  into bounded sets of Y , called 
the “output map”,  
(v)  a set-valued map ),[),,,(),,,( 00000 +∞⊆→∋×××ℜ+ tduxtduxtMM DU πX , with ),,,( 000 duxtt π∈  for all 
DU MMduxt ×××ℜ∈ + X),,,( 00 , called the set of “sampling times”  
(vi) and the map X→φφ A:  where DU MMA ×××ℜ×ℜ⊆ ++ Xφ , called the “transition map”, which has the 
following properties: 
 
1) Existence: For each DU MMduxt ×××ℜ∈ + X),,,( 00 , there exists 0tt >  such that φAduxttt ⊆× ),,,(],[ 000 .  
 
2)   Identity Property: For each DU MMduxt ×××ℜ∈ + X),,,( 00 , it holds that 0000 ),,,,( xduxtt =φ . 
 
3) Causality: For each φAduxtt ∈),,,,( 00  with 0tt >  and for each DU MMdu ×∈)~,~(  with 
))(),(())(
~
),(~( ττττ dudu =  for all ],[ 0 tt∈τ , it holds that φAduxtt ∈)~,~,,,( 00  with 
)
~
,~,,,(),,,,( 0000 duxttduxtt φφ = . 
 
4) Weak Semigroup Property: There exists a constant 0>r , such that for each 0tt ≥  with φAduxtt ∈),,,,( 00 : 
 
(a) φτ Aduxt ∈),,,,( 00  for all ],[ 0 tt∈τ , 
(b) ),,,,(),),,,,,(,,( 0000 duxttduduxtt φτφτφ =  for all ),,,(],[ 000 duxttt πτ ∩∈ ,  
(c)   if φAduxtrt ∈+ ),,,,( 00 , then it holds that ∅≠+∩ ],[),,,( 00 rttduxtπ . 
(d)  for all ),,,( 00 duxtπτ ∈  with φτ Aduxt ∈),,,,( 00  we have ),[),,,(),),,,,,(,( 0000 +∞∩= τπτφτπ duxtduduxt . 
 
 
The BIC and RFC properties-Definition 2.2 in [20]: Consider a control system ),,,,,(: HMM DU πφYX,=Σ  with 
outputs. We say that system Σ  
 
(i) has the “Boundedness-Implies-Continuation” (BIC) property if for each 
DU MMduxt ×××ℜ∈ + X),,,( 00 , there exists a maximal existence time, i.e., there exists 
 6
],(),,,(: 000maxmax +∞∈= tduxttt , such that )},,,{(),[ 00max0),,,( 00 duxtttA DU MMduxt ×∪= ×××ℜ∈ + Xφ . In 
addition, if +∞<maxt  then for every 0>M  there exists ),[ max0 ttt∈  with Mduxtt >X),,,,( 00φ .  
 
(ii) is robustly forward complete (RFC) from the input UMu∈  if it has the BIC property and for every 
0≥r , 0≥T , it holds that 
 { } +∞<∈∈≤∈∩∈+ DUU MdTtrxTsMrBuduxtst ,],0[,,],0[,]),0[(;),,,,(sup 00000 XX Mφ  
 
The notion of a robust equilibrium point-Definition 2.3 in [20]: Consider a control system 
),,,,,(: HMM DU πφYX,=Σ  and suppose that 0)0,0,( =tH  for all 0≥t . We say that X∈0  is a robust 
equilibrium point from the input UMu∈  for Σ  if 
  
(i) for every DMdtt ×ℜ×ℜ∈ ++),,( 0  with 0tt ≥  it holds that 0),,0,,( 00 =duttφ . 
 
 (ii)        for every 0>ε , +ℜ∈hT ,  there exists 0),,(: >= hTεδδ  such that for all UMTuxt ××∈ X],0[),,( 0 , 
],[ 00 htt +∈τ  with δ<+ ≥ UX )(sup0 tux t  it holds that φτ Aduxt ∈),,,,( 0  for all DMd ∈  and 
 { } εττφ <∈+∈∈ ],0[,],[,;),,,,(sup 0000 TthttMdduxt DX  
 
Next we present the Input-to-Output Stability property for the class of systems described previously (see also [9,37]).  
 
The notions of IOS, UIOS, ISS and UISS-Definition 2.5 in [20]: Consider a control system 
),,,,,(: HMM DU πφYX,=Σ  with outputs and the BIC property and for which X∈0  is a robust equilibrium point 
from the input UMu∈ . Suppose that Σ  is RFC from the input UMu∈ . If there exist functions KL∈σ , +∈Kβ , 
N∈γ  such that the following estimate holds for all UMu∈ , DMdxt ××ℜ∈ + X),,( 00  and 0tt ≥ : 
 ( ) ( )
UXY )(sup,)())(),,,,,(,(
0
00000 τγβσφ τ uttxttuduxtttH tt ≤≤+−≤                      (*) 
 
then we say that Σ  satisfies the Input-to-Output Stability (IOS) property from the input UMu∈  with gain N∈γ . 
Moreover, if 1)( ≡tβ  then we say that Σ  satisfies the Uniform Input-to-Output Stability (UIOS) property from the 
input UMu∈  with gain N∈γ . 
 
For the special case of the identity output mapping, i.e., xuxtH =:),,( , the (Uniform) Input-to-Output Stability 
property from the input UMu∈  is called (Uniform) Input-to-State Stability ((U) ISS) property from the input 
UMu∈ . 
 
The reader should notice that other equivalent definitions of the ISS property are available in the literature (see 
[6,31]).  
 
 
3.B. A New Small-Gain Theorem  
 
We consider an abstract control system ),,,,,(: HMM DU πφYX,=Σ  with the BIC property for which X∈0  is a 
robust equilibrium point from the input UMu∈ . Suppose that there exist maps ++ ℜ→××ℜ UVi X: , with 
0)0,0,( =tVi  for all 0≥t ( ni ,...,1= ) and a MAX-preserving continuous map nn ++ ℜ→ℜΓ :  with 0)0( =Γ  such that 
the following hypotheses hold: 
 
(H1)   There exist functions KL∈σ , +∈Kc,ν , 1,, N∈upaζ , np N∈ ,  ++ ℜ→×ℜ X:L  with 0)0,( =tL  for all 
0≥t , such that for every DU MMduxt ×××ℜ∈ + X),,,( 00  the mappings 
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( ) ( )( )′=→ )(),,,,,(,,...,)(),,,,,(,)( 00001 tuduxtttVtuduxtttVtVt n φφ  and ( )),,,,(,)( 00 duxtttLtLt φ=→  are 
locally bounded on ),[ max0 tt  and the following estimates hold for all ),[ max0 ttt∈ : 
 
( ) [ ]( ) [ ] ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛Γ−≤ ],[],[00 00 )(,,,)()( tttt uVtttLMAXtV Uτζσ 11                            (3.1) 
 
( ) [ ]( ) [ ] ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛−≤ ],[],[000 00 )(,,,)(,)(max)( ttutt upVpxatctttL UX τν                           (3.2) 
 
where maxt  is the maximal existence time of the transition map of Σ . 
 
(H2)   nℜ∈0  is GAS for the discrete-time system (2.1).  
 
(H3)  There exist functions 1N∈b , ng N∈ , +∈Kκβμ ,,  such that the following inequalities hold for all 
Uuxt ××ℜ∈ + X),,( : 
 ( ))()),,((),()( tuxtVgxtLbxt κμ ++≤X  and ( )XxtbxtL )(),( β≤                                          (3.3) 
 
where ( ) ( )( )′= uxtVuxtVuxtV n ,,,...,,,),,( 1 . 
 
For future reference, ( ) ( )( )′= uxtVuxtVuxtV n ,,,...,,,),,( 1  is called the vector Lyapunov function for the system 
),,,,,(: HMM DU πφYX,=Σ . 
 
The main result of the present work is stated next.  
 
Theorem 3.1: Consider system ),,,,,(: HMM DU πφYX,=Σ  with the BIC property for which X∈0  is a robust 
equilibrium point from the input UMu∈  and suppose that there exist maps ++ ℜ→××ℜ UVi X: , with 0)0,0,( =tVi  
for all 0≥t ( ni ,...,1= ) and a MAX-preserving continuous map nn ++ ℜ→ℜΓ :  with 0)0( =Γ  such that hypotheses 
(H1-3) hold. 
 
Then there exist functions KL∈σ~  and +∈Kβ~  such that for every DU MMduxt ×××ℜ∈ + X),,,( 00  the following 
estimate holds for all 0tt ≥ :  
 
( ) [ ] ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛−≤ ],[000 0)(,,)(~~)( ttuGttxtMAXtV UX τβσ1                                             (3.4) 
where  
 
( )( )( ) ( )( )( )( )( ) ( ){ })(,0,,0,)( sQsQpQspQMAXsG u ζζσσ 1111=                                    (3.5) 
 
and { })(),...,(),(,)( )1()2( xxxxMAXxQ n−ΓΓΓ= . Moreover, if +∈Kc,β  are bounded then +∈Kβ~  is bounded. 
Finally, if in addition to (H1-3) the following hypothesis holds: 
 
(H4) There exists nq N∈  such that the following inequality holds for all Uuxt ××ℜ∈ + X),,( :  
 ( )),,(),,( uxtVquxtH ≤Y                                                        (3.6) 
where ( ) ( )( )′= uxtVuxtVuxtV n ,,,...,,,),,( 1 . 
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then system Σ  satisfies the IOS property from the input UMu∈  with gain ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
=
)(max:)(
,...,1
sGqs ini
1γ , where 
))(),...,(()( 1 ′= sGsGsG n  is the mapping defined by (3.5). Moreover, if +∈Kc,β  are bounded then system Σ  
satisfies the UIOS property from the input UMu∈  with gain ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
=
)(max:)(
,...,1
sGqs i
ni
1γ . 
 
 
Remark 3.2: Notice that for the control input-free case, i.e., 0≡u , Theorem 3.1 implies (Uniform) Robust Global 
Asymptotic Output Stability (RGAOS) for the corresponding system. Moreover, if there exists 1≥M  such that 
Mss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s  then the functions 1N∈iG  ( ni ,...,1= ) with ))(),...,(()( 1 ′= sGsGsG n  are given by: 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ){ }( ))(,,...,,max:)( 1 sssMpsMpsG nuii ζζϕζϕϕ= , ni ,...,1=  
where 
( ){ }⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ∈= −−= kkjjjjjinki njjsss kk },...,1{),...,(:)(...maxmax,max)( 1,,,1,...,1 1211 γγγϕ oo , ni ,...,1=  
 
and 1, N∈jiγ , nji ,...,1, =  are the functions with )(max)( ,
,...,1
jji
nj
i xx γ==Γ , ni ,...,1=  and ))(),...,(()( 1 ′ΓΓ=Γ xxx n . 
The reader should notice that if hypothesis (ii) of Proposition 2.7 holds for the functions 1, N∈jiγ , nji ,...,1, = , then 
for each ni ,...,1=  we have either ssi =)(ϕ  or there exists an index set 11 },...,1{),...,,( +∈ kk njji  with no repeated 
index such that ( ) )(...)( ,,, 1211 ss kk jjjjjii −= γγγϕ oo .  
 
 
4. Vector Lyapunov Functions and Functionals 
 
In this section we provide sufficient Lyapunov-like conditions for the verification of Theorem 3.1 for three types of 
systems: (i) Systems described by Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs), (ii) Systems described by Retarded 
Functional Differential Equations (RFDEs) and (iii) Sampled-Data systems. Notice that since families of Lyapunov 
functions (or functionals) are employed, the obtained results constitute conditions for vector Lyapunov functions (or 
functionals) for the (U)IOS property. 
 
 
4.A. Systems of ODEs 
 
We consider systems described by Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) of the form: 
 
0,,,,
),(,),,,(
≥∈∈ℜ∈ℜ∈
==
tDdUuYx
xtHYduxtfx
Nn
&
                                                           (4.1) 
 
where lD ℜ⊆ , mU ℜ⊆  with U∈0  and nn DUf ℜ→××ℜ×ℜ+: , NnH ℜ→ℜ×ℜ+:  are continuous 
mappings with 0)0,( =tH , 0),0,0,( =dtf  for all Ddt ×ℜ∈ +),(  that satisfy the following hypotheses: 
 
(A1) There exists a symmetric positive definite matrix nnP ×ℜ∈  such that for every bounded +ℜ⊆I  and for every 
bounded US n ×ℜ⊂ , there exists a constant 0≥L  satisfying the following inequality: 
 
( ) ( )
DdSSuyuxIt
yxLduytfduxtfPyx
∈∀×∈∀∈∀
−≤−′−
,),,,(,
),,,(),,,( 2  
 
(A2) There exist ∞∈Ka , +∈Kγ  such that ( )uxatduxtf +≤ )(),,,( γ  for all DUduxt n ××ℜ×ℜ∈ +),,,( . 
 
(A3) There exist functions );(1 ++ ℜℜ×ℜ∈ ni CV ( ki ,...,1= ), );(1 ++ ℜℜ×ℜ∈ nCW , ∞∈Kaaaa 4321 ,,,  
+∈Kκβμ ,, , 1N∈ζ , kg N∈ , 1, N∈jiγ , 1N∈ip , kji ,...,1, = ,  with 0)(, ≡siiγ  for ki ,...,1= ,  a family of positive 
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definite functions );(0 ++ ℜℜ∈Ciρ ( ki ,...,1= ) and a constant )1,0(∈λ  such that the following inequalities hold for 
all Uuxt n ×ℜ×ℜ∈ +),,( : ( ) ( )xtaxtVxtHa i
ki
)(),(max),( 2
,...,1
1 β≤≤ =                                                          (4.2) ( ) ( )xtaxtWtxtVxtVgxta k )(),()()),(),...,,(()( 413 βκμ ≤≤−−                                      (4.3) 
( ) ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧+−≤⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ∈∂
∂+∂
∂
=
),(max,)(max),(:),,,(),(),(sup
,...,1
xtVpuxtWDduxdtfxt
x
Wxt
t
W
jj
kj
ζλ             (4.4) 
 
and for every ki ,...,1=  and Uuxt n ×ℜ×ℜ∈ +),,(  the following implication holds: 
 
“If ( ) ( ) ),(),(max,max ,
,...,1
xtVxtVu ijji
kj
≤⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
=
γζ  then ( )),(),,,(),(sup),( xtVuxdtfxt
x
Vxt
t
V
ii
i
Dd
i ρ−≤∂
∂+∂
∂
∈
”     (4.5) 
 
Our main result concerning systems of the form (4.1) is the following result which provides sufficient conditions for 
Theorem 3.1 to hold. Its proof is provided in the Appendix. 
 
Theorem 4.1 (Vector Lyapunov Function Characterization of the IOS property): Consider system (4.1) under 
hypotheses (A1-3). If the following set of small-gain conditions holds for each kr ...,2= : 
 ( ) ssiiiiii r <)(... 13221 ,,, γγγ ooo , 0>∀s                                                     (4.6) 
 
for all },...,1{ ki j ∈ , lj ii ≠  if lj ≠ , then system (4.1) satisfies the IOS property with gain 111 N∈= − θγ oa   from the 
input UMu∈ , where  
( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( )( )( ) ⎟⎟⎠⎞⎜⎜⎝⎛ ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧= ====== )(,maxmax,maxmax,)(maxmaxmax:)( ,,...,1,...,1,,...,1,...,1,...,1,...,1 sspssps jjiikjkijjikjkiikiiki ζζϕγζϕγζϕθ    (4.7) 
 
and 
( ){ }⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ∈= −−= lljjjjjikli njjsss ll },...,1{),...,(:)(...maxmax,max:)( 1,,,1,...,1 1211 γγγϕ oo , ki ,...,1=                    (4.8) 
 
Moreover, if +∈Kβ  is bounded then system (4.1) with output ),( xtHY =  satisfies the UIOS property with gain 
1
1
1 N∈= − θγ oa   from the input UMu∈ . 
 
Comment on Theorem 4.1: The proof of Theorem 4.1 shows that inequalities (4.2), (4.5) are used for the derivation 
of inequalities (3.1) and (3.6), while inequalities (4.3), (4.4) are used for the derivation of inequalities (3.2) and (3.3). 
Hypotheses (A1) and (A2) are minimal regularity hypotheses that guarantee uniqueness of solutions and continuity of 
the solutions with respect to initial data for system (4.1). Moreover, it is clear from implication (4.5) that in this case 
the diagonal gain functions )(, siiγ  play no role in implication (4.5); that is why they are assumed to be zero. 
 
For the ISS case where xxtH =),( , one can set 0),( ≡xtW  in Theorem 4.1 and obtain the following corollary.  
 
Corollary 4.2 (Vector Lyapunov Function Characterization of the ISS property): Consider system (4.1) under 
hypotheses (A1-2) and suppose that there exists a family of functions );(1 ++ ℜℜ×ℜ∈ ni CV ( ki ,...,1= ), functions 
∞∈Kaa 21,  +∈Kβ , 1N∈ζ , 1, N∈jiγ , kji ,...,1, = ,  with 0)(, ≡siiγ  for ki ,...,1=  and a family of positive definite 
functions );(0 ++ ℜℜ∈Ciρ ( ki ,...,1= ), such that: 
 ( ) ( )xtaxtVxa iki )(),(max 2,...,11 β≤≤ = , nxt ℜ×ℜ∈∀ +),(                                          (4.9) 
 
and implication (4.5) holds for every ki ,...,1=  and Uuxt n ×ℜ×ℜ∈ +),,( . If, additionally, the small-gain 
conditions (4.6) hold for each kr ...,2=  and for all },...,1{ ki j ∈ , lj ii ≠  if lj ≠ , then system (4.1) satisfies the ISS 
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property with gain 1
1
1 N∈= − θγ oa   from the input UMu∈ , where 1N∈θ  is defined by (4.7), (4.8). Moreover, if 
+∈Kβ  is bounded then system (4.1) satisfies the UISS property with gain 111 N∈= − θγ oa   from the input UMu∈ , 
where 1N∈θ  is defined by (4.7), (4.8). 
 
 
Comparison of Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 with existing results: The reader should compare the result of 
Corollary 4.2 with Theorem 3.4 in [21]. It is clear that Theorem 3.4 in [21] is a special case of Corollary 4.2 with 
)()(, sasji =γ  for all kji ,...,1, = , where 1N∈a   with ssa <)(  for 0>s . On the other hand vector Lyapunov 
characterizations based on the main result in [3] (e.g., Theorem 3.6 in [21]) require Lipschitz regularity of the right-
hand sides of the ODEs, since the main result in [3] is based on certain qualitative characterizations of the ISS 
property provided  in [34,35]. This is exactly the reason why the main result in [3] does not provide a formula for the 
gain function of the overall system (in contrast with the main results in the present work). The same comments hold 
for Theorem 2 in [15].  In particular, it should be mentioned that the small-gain conditions in Corollary 4.2 are 
exactly the same as the cyclic small-gain conditions in [42, 15]. In order to demonstrate the applicability of our results 
to large-scale interconnected systems, consider the case 
 
UuDdxxx
kiuxdfx
N
k
ii
∈∈ℜ∈′=
==
,,),...,(
,...,1,),,(
1
&
 
 
where inix ℜ∈ , ki ,...,1= , knnN ++= ...1 , lD ℜ⊂  a non-empty compact set, mU ℜ⊆  a nonempty set with 
U∈0 , ℜ→×ℜ× UDf Ni : , ki ,...,1=  are locally Lipschitz mappings with 0)0,0,( =df i  for all Dd ∈ , ki ,...,1= . 
We assume that the UISS property holds for each subsystem ),,( uxdfx ii =&  with input ),...,,,...,,( 111 kii xxxxu +−  
( ki ,...,1= ). Let );(1 ++ ℜℜ×ℜ∈ ini CV ( ki ,...,1= ) be ISS-Lyapunov functions for each one of the subsystems, i.e. 
positive definite and radially unbounded functions for which the following inequalities hold for ki ,...,1= : 
( ) ( ) 0)()(max,max,),...,(,),(:),,()(sup ,1 <⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ≤⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ℜ∈′=×∈∇ ≠∈ iijjjiijNkiiiDd xVxVuxxxUDuduxdfxV γζ , 0≠∀ ix  
 
for certain functions 1N∈ζ , 1, N∈jiγ , kji ,...,1, = ,  with 0)(, ≡siiγ  for ki ,...,1= . Working with the Lyapunov 
functions );(1 ++ ℜℜ×ℜ∈ ini CV ( ki ,...,1= ) and exploiting Corollary 4.2, we can guarantee that the UISS property 
holds for the above system if the small-gain conditions (4.6) hold for each kr ...,2=  and for all },...,1{ ki j ∈ , lj ii ≠  
if lj ≠ . It should be clear that the functions 1, N∈jiγ , kji ,...,1, =  are the actual gain functions, i.e., the following 
inequalities hold for all ki ,...,1= , 0≥t , Nx ℜ∈)0(  and UMu∈ : 
 
( )
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛≤
≤≤≠≤≤
))((supmax,)(sup,,))0((max))((
0
,
0
τγτζσ
ττ jjtjiijtiiiii
xVutxVtxV  
 
for certain KLi ∈σ  ( ki ,...,1= ), which are nothing else but the inequalities of the max-formulation of the UISS 
property for each subsystem ),,( uxdfx ii =&  with input ),...,,,...,,( 111 kii xxxxu +−  ( ki ,...,1= ). Again it can be seen 
that in this case the diagonal gain functions )(, siiγ  play no role; that is why they are assumed to be zero. 
 
 
4.B. Systems Described by RFDEs 
 
    Let lD ℜ⊆  be a non-empty set, mU ℜ⊆  a non-empty set with U∈0  and Y  a normed linear space. We denote 
by )(tx  the unique solution of the initial-value problem: 
 
UtuDtdtYtx
xtTtHtY
tdtuxtTtftx
n
r
r
∈∈∈ℜ∈
=
=
)(,)(,)(,)(
))(,()(
))(),(,)(,()(
Y
&
                                                     (4.10) 
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with initial condition )];0,([)( 000
n
r rCxxtT ℜ−∈= , where 0>r  is a constant, ]0,[;)(:)( rtxxtTr −∈+= θθ  and 
the mappings nn DUrCf ℜ→××ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 , Y→ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 nrCH  satisfy 0),0,0,( =dtf , 
0)0,( =tH  for all Ddt ×ℜ∈ +),( .  
 
The following hypotheses will be imposed on systems of the form (4.10): 
  
(S1) The mapping ),,,(),,( duxtfdux →  is continuous for each fixed 0≥t  and there exists a symmetric positive 
definite matrix nnP ×ℜ∈  with the property that for every bounded +ℜ⊆I  and for every bounded 
UrCS n ×ℜ−⊂ );]0,([0 , there exists a constant 0≥L  such that: 
 
( ) ( )
DdSSuyuxIt
yxLyxLduytfduxtfPyx rr
∈∀×∈∀∈∀
−=−≤−′−
−∈
,),,,(,
)()(max),,,(),,,()0()0( 22
]0,[
τττ  
 
(S2) There exist ∞∈Ka , +∈Kγ  such that ( )uxatduxtf r +≤ )(),,,( γ  for all 
DUrCduxt n ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + );]0,([),,,( 0 . 
 
(S3) There exists a countable set +ℜ⊂A , which is either finite or },...,1;{ ∞== ktA k  with 01 >>+ kk tt  for all 
,...2,1=k  and +∞=ktlim , such that the mapping ),,,()];0,([)\(),,,( 0 duxtfDUrCAduxt n →××ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  is 
continuous. Moreover, for each fixed DUrCduxt n ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 00 , we have 
),,,(),,,(lim 0
0
duxtfduxtf
tt
=+→ . 
 
(S4) The mapping Y→ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 nrCH  is continuous.  
 
For )];0,([0 nrCx ℜ−∈  we define )(max:
]0,[
θθ xx rr −∈= . We will use the convention 
nnC ℜ=ℜ )];0,0([0  and if 
nnCx ℜ=ℜ∈ )];0,0([0  we have xx r = .  
 
The class of functionals which are “almost Lipschitz on bounded sets” was introduced in [22,23] and is used 
extensively in the present work. For the sake of completeness we recall here the definition in [22,23]. 
 
Definition 4.3: We say that a continuous functional +ℜ→ℜ−×+∞− )];0,([),[: 0 nrCaV , 0>r , 0≥a  is “almost 
Lipschitz on bounded sets”, if there exist non-decreasing functions ++ ℜ→ℜ:M , ++ ℜ→ℜ:P , ),1[: +∞→ℜ+G  
such that for all 0≥R , the following properties hold:  
 
(P1) For every { }RxrCxyx rn ≤ℜ−∈∈ ;)];0,([, 0 , it holds that: 
 
rxyRMxtVytV −≤− )(),(),( , ],[ Rat −∈∀  
 
(P2) For every absolutely continuous function nrx ℜ→− ]0,[:  with Rx r ≤  and essentially bounded derivative, it 
holds that: 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +≤−+
≤≤−
)(sup1)(),(),(
0
τ
τ
xessRhPxtVxhtV
r
& , for all ],[ Rat −∈  and 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +
≤≤
≤≤−
)(sup
10
0
τ
τ
xessRG
h
r
&
 
 
For the case 0=r , we say that a continuous functional +ℜ→ℜ−×+∞− )];0,([),[: 0 nrCaV , is “almost Lipschitz on 
bounded sets”, if +ℜ→ℜ×+∞− naV ),[:  is locally Lipschitz (notice that in this case nnrC ℜ=ℜ− )];0,([0 ), i.e. for 
every compact naS ℜ×+∞−⊂ ),[  there exists 0≥L  such that yxLtLyVxtV −+−≤− ττ ),(),(  for all Sxt ∈),( , 
Sy ∈),(τ .  
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If the continuous functional +ℜ→ℜ−×+∞− )];0,([),[: 0 nrCaV , is “almost Lipschitz on bounded sets” then we can 
define the derivative );,(0 vxtV  in the following way (see also [22,23]) for nnrCvxt ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,( 0 : 
 
h
xtVvxEhtV
vxtV h
h
),());(,(
suplim:);,(
0
0 −+=
+→
 
 
where );( vxEh  with rh <≤0  denotes the following operator:  
 
⎩⎨
⎧
−≤≤−+
≤<−++=
hrforhx
hforvhx
vxEh θθ
θθ
)(
0)()0(
:);(                                                          (4.11a) 
 
Particularly, for the case 0=r  we define 
hvxvxEh += )0(:);(                                                                         (4.11b) 
 
The following theorem provides sufficient Lyapunov-like conditions for the (U)IOS property. The gain functions of 
the IOS property can be determined explicitly in terms of the functions involved in the assumptions of the theorem. 
Its proof is provided in the Appendix. 
 
Theorem 4.4: Consider system (4.10) under hypotheses (S1-4) and suppose that there exist almost Lipschitz on 
bounded sets functionals +ℜ→ℜ−×+∞+− )];0,([),[: 0 niii rCrrQ  with rri ≤≤0  ( ki ,...,1= ), 
+ℜ→ℜ−×+∞+− )];0,([),[: 0000 nrCrrQ  with rr ≤≤ 00 , functions ∞∈Kaaaa 4321 ,,,  +∈Kκβμ ,, , 1N∈ζ , 
kg N∈ , 1, N∈jiγ , 1N∈ip , kji ,...,1, = , positive definite functions );(0 ++ ℜℜ∈Ciρ ( ki ,...,1= ) and a constant 
)1,0(∈λ  such that for all UrCuxt n ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,( 0  the following inequalities hold: 
 ( ) ( )riki xtaxtVxtHa )(),(max),( 2,...,11 β≤≤ =Y                                                        (4.12) 
 ( ) ( )rkr xtaxtWtxtVxtVgxta )(),()()),(),...,,(()( 413 βκμ ≤≤−−                                   (4.13) 
 
( ) ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧+−≤ =∈ ),(max,)(max))0(,()),,,(;)0(,(sup ,...,1000 00 xtVpuxTtQduxtfxTtQ jjkjrrDd ζλ                    (4.14) 
where  
))(,(sup:),(
]0,[
xTtQxtV
i
i
ri
rr
i θθθ += +−∈ , ki ,...,1= , ))(,(sup:),( 00 0]0,[
xTtQxtW r
rr
θθ
θ
+=
+−∈
                   (4.15) 
 
and for every ki ,...,1=  and UrCuxt n ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,( 0  the following implication holds:  
 
“If ( ) ( ) ))0(,(),(max,max ,
,...,1
xTtQxtVu
irijjikj
≤⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
=
γζ  then ( )))0(,()),,,(;)0(,(sup 0 xTtQduxtfxTtQ
ii riiri
Dd
ρ−≤
∈
”        (4.16) 
 
Further, suppose that the following set of small-gain conditions holds for ki ,...,1=  
 
ssii <)(,γ , 0>∀s                                                                        (4.17)  
 
and for each kr ...,2= : ( ) ssiiiiii r <)(... 13221 ,,, γγγ ooo , 0>∀s                                                             (4.18) 
 
for all },...,1{ ki j ∈ , lj ii ≠  if lj ≠ . 
Then system (4.10) satisfies the IOS property with gain 1
1
1 N∈= − θγ oa   from the input UMu∈ , where 1N∈θ  is 
defined by (4.7), (4.8). Moreover, if +∈Kβ  is bounded then system (4.10) satisfies the UIOS property with gain 
1
1
1 N∈= − θγ oa   from the input UMu∈ , where 1N∈θ  is defined by (4.7), (4.8). 
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When xxtH =),( , setting 0),(0 ≡xtQ  in Theorem 4.4 we obtain the following corollary on the ISS of system 
(4.10).  
 
Corollary 4.5: Consider system (4.10) under hypotheses (S1-4) and suppose that there exists a family of almost 
Lipschitz on bounded sets functionals +ℜ→ℜ−×+∞+− )];0,([),[: 0 niii rCrrQ  with rri ≤≤0  ( ki ,...,1= ), 
functions ∞∈Kaa 21,  +∈Kβ , 1N∈ζ , 1, N∈jiγ , kji ,...,1, = ,  and a family of positive definite functions 
);(0 ++ ℜℜ∈Ciρ ( ki ,...,1= ), such that for all UrCuxt n ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,( 0  the following inequality holds: 
 ( ) ( )rikir xtaxtVxa )(),(max 2,...,11 β≤≤ =                                                        (4.19) 
where  
))(,(sup:),(
]0,[
xTtQxtV
i
i
ri
rr
i θθθ += +−∈ , ki ,...,1=                                            (4.20) 
 
and implication (4.16) holds for every ki ,...,1=  and UrCuxt n ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,( 0 . If, additionally, the set of 
small-gain conditions (4.17), (4.18) holds then system (4.10) satisfies the ISS property with gain 1
1
1 N∈= − θγ oa   
from the input UMu∈ , where 1N∈θ  is defined by (4.7), (4.8). Moreover, if +∈Kβ  is bounded then system (4.10) 
satisfies the UISS property with gain 1
1
1 N∈= − θγ oa   from the input UMu∈ , where 1N∈θ  is defined by (4.7), 
(4.8). 
 
Remark 4.6: It is of interest to note that some of the functionals +ℜ→ℜ−×+∞+− )];0,([),[: 0 niii rCrrQ  in 
Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.5 are allowed to be functions (case of 0=ir ). This reminds the case of Razumikhin 
functions, which are used frequently for the proof of stability properties of systems described by RFDEs (see 
[23,27,30,41]). Consequently, Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.5 allow the flexibility of using Lyapunov functionals with 
Razumikhin functions in order to prove desired stability properties.  
 
Remark 4.7: It should be clear that the convention nnC ℜ=ℜ )];0,0([0  allows Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.5 to be 
used in the case of systems described by ODEs (case of 0=r ). In this case Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.5 are 
generalizations of Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2: the use of locally Lipschitz functions is allowed and discontinuities 
of the right-hand side of the differential equations with respect to time are allowed. In this case, the diagonal gain 
functions ii,γ  for ki ,...,1=  play no role whatsoever and consequently can be set equal to zero. However, in the time-
delay case (case of 0>r ) the diagonal gain functions ii,γ  for ki ,...,1=  play a significant role (see Example 5.1 
below). 
 
 
4.C. Sampled-data Systems 
 
We consider switched systems, described in the following way: given a pair of sets lD ℜ⊆ , mU ℜ⊆  with U∈0 , a 
positive function ],0(: rUh n →×ℜ , which is bounded by a certain constant 0>r  and a pair of vector fields 
nnn UUDf ℜ→×××ℜ×ℜ: , knH ℜ→ℜ: , we consider the switched system that produces for each 
nxt ℜ×ℜ∈ +),( 00  and for each triplet of measurable and locally bounded inputs Dd →ℜ+: , ++ ℜ→ℜ:~d , 
Uu →ℜ+:  the piecewise absolutely continuous function ntxt ℜ∈→ )( , via the following algorithm: 
 
Step i :  
1) Given iτ  and )( ix τ , calculate 1+iτ  using the equation ))(),(())(~exp(1 iiiii uxhd τττττ −+=+ , 
2)  Compute the state trajectory )(tx , ),[ 1+∈ iit ττ  as the solution of the differential equation 
))(),(),(),(),(()( ii ututdxtxftx ττ=& , 
3) Calculate )( 1+ix τ  using the equation )(lim)(
1
1 txx
it
i −+→+
=
τ
τ . 
For 0=i  we take 00 t=τ  and 00 )( xx =τ  (initial condition). Schematically, we write 
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))(()(
,...1,0,))(),(())(
~
exp(,
),[,))(),(),(),(),(()(
100
1
txHtY
iuxhdt
tututdxtxftx
iiiii
iiii
=
=−+==
∈=
+
+
ττττττ
ττττ&
                                             (4.21) 
 
with initial condition 00 )( xtx = . Switched systems of the form (4.21) are called “sampled-data” systems (see also 
[29] and [39] for the case of state-dependent sampling period).  
 
In the present work we study systems of the form (4.21) under the following hypotheses:  
 
(R1) ),,,,( 00 uudxxf  is continuous with respect to UDudx
n ××ℜ∈),,(  and such that for every bounded 
UUS nn ××ℜ×ℜ⊂  there exists constant 0≥L  such that 
 
( ) ( )
DSduuxyDSduuxx
yxLuudxyfuudxxfyx
×∈∀×∈∀
−≤−′−
),,,,(,),,,,(
),,,,(),,,,(
0000
2
0000  
 
(R2) There exists a function ∞∈Ka  such that  
 ( )0000 ),,,,( uuxxauudxxf +++≤ , nnDUUxxduu ℜ×ℜ×××∈∀ ),,,,( 00  
 
(R3) knH ℜ→ℜ:  is a continuous map with 0)0( =H .  
 
(R4) The function ],0(: rUh n →×ℜ  is a positive, continuous and bounded function.  
 
The following theorem provides sufficient Lyapunov-like conditions for the (U)IOS property. The gain functions of 
the IOS property can be determined explicitly in terms of the functions involved in the assumptions of the theorem. 
Its proof is provided in the Appendix. 
 
Theorem 4.8 (Vector Lyapunov Function Characterization of UIOS):  
 
Consider system (4.21) under hypotheses (R1-4) and suppose that there exist nonnegative functions 
);(1 +ℜℜ∈ ni CV ( ki ,...,1= ), );(1 +ℜℜ∈ nCQ , ∞∈Kaaaa 4321 ,,, , 1N∈ζ , kg N∈ , 1, N∈jiγ , 1N∈ip , 
kji ,...,1, = ,  constants 0, ≥κμ , )1,0(∈λ  and positive definite functions );(0 ++ ℜℜ∈Ciρ ( ki ,...,1= ), such that 
the following inequalities hold for all UUuuxx nn ××ℜ×ℜ∈),,,( 00 : 
 ( ) ( )xaxVxHa i
ki
2
,...,1
1 )(max)( ≤≤ =                                                          (4.22) 
 ( ) ( )xaxQxVxVgxa k 413 )())(),...,(( ≤≤−− κ                                                 (4.23) 
 
( ) ( ) ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧+≤∇ ==∈ )(max,)(max,)(,)(max)(),,,,()(sup 0,...,1,...,1000 xVpxVpuuxQuudxxfxQ jjkjjjkjDd ζζλμ          (4.24) 
 
and for every ki ,...,1=  and UUuux n ××ℜ∈),,( 0  the following implication holds: 
 
“If ( ) ( ) ( ) )()(max,,max ,
,...,1
0 xVxVuu ijji
kj
≤⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
=
γζζ  and )),,(( 000 xuxhAx i∈  then 
 ( ))(),,,,()(sup 00 xVuudxxfxV iii
Dd
ρ−≤∇
∈
”                                               (4.25) 
 
where the family of set-valued maps ni
n xTAxT ℜ⊆→∋ℜ×ℜ+ ),(),(  ( ki ,...,1= ) is defined by 
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( ) ( )
⎪⎪⎭
⎪⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
=∈
≤≤
=×∈∃ℜ∈
∪= ≤≤
kjandstallfor
xVudxtVxVtu
xudxswithMMudx
xTA ijjii
UD
n
Tsi
,...,1],0[
)()),;,((,)()(
,),;,(),(:
),( 0,
00
0
φγζ
φ
                   (4.26) 
 
and ),;,( 0 udxtφ  denotes the solution of ))0(),(),(,),(()( 0 ututdxtxftx =&  with initial condition 0)0( xx =  
corresponding to UD MMud ×∈),( . 
 
Furthermore, if the set of small-gain conditions (4.17), (4.18) holds then system (4.21) satisfies the UIOS property 
with gain 1
1
1 N∈= − θγ oa   from the input UMu∈  and zero gain from the input +ℜ∈Md
~ , where 1N∈θ  is defined 
by (4.7), (4.8). 
 
 
For the ISS case where xxtH =),( , one can set 0)( ≡xQ  in Theorem 4.8 and obtain the following corollary.  
 
Corollary 4.9 (Vector Lyapunov Function Characterization of UISS):  
 
Consider system (4.21) under hypotheses (R1-4) and suppose that there exists a family of functions 
);(1 +ℜℜ∈ ni CV ( ki ,...,1= ), functions ∞∈Kaa 21, , 1N∈ζ , 1, N∈jiγ , kji ,...,1, = , and a family of positive 
definite functions );(0 ++ ℜℜ∈Ciρ ( ki ,...,1= ), such that the following inequality holds for all nx ℜ∈ : 
 ( ) ( )xaxVxa i
ki
2
,...,1
1 )(max ≤≤ =                                                                (4.27) 
 
and implication (4.25) holds  for every ki ,...,1=  and UUuux n ××ℜ∈),,( 0 , where the family of set-valued maps 
n
i
n xTAxT ℜ⊆→∋ℜ×ℜ+ ),(),(  ( ki ,...,1= ) is defined by (4.26) and ),;,( 0 udxtφ  denotes the solution of 
))0(),(),(,),(()( 0 ututdxtxftx =&  with initial condition 0)0( xx =  corresponding to UD MMud ×∈),( . 
 
Under the set of small-gain conditions (4.17), (4.18), system (4.21) satisfies the UISS property with gain 
1
1
1 N∈= − θγ oa   from the input UMu ∈  and zero gain from the input +ℜ∈Md~ , where 1N∈θ  is defined by (4.7), (4.8). 
 
 
Remark 4.10: It is worth noting that Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3 in [24] are special cases of Theorem 4.8 and 
Corollary 4.9 with )()(, sasji =γ  for all kji ,...,1, =  and 0)( ≡xQ , where 1N∈a   with ssa <)(  for 0>s . 
Moreover, it is assumed in [24] that there exist a constant 0≥R  and a function ∞∈Kp  such that ( ))(xHpRx +≤ . 
In the present work, such a hypothesis is not needed.  
 
The interpretation of the family of set-valued maps ni
n xTAxT ℜ⊆→∋ℜ×ℜ+ ),(),(  ( ki ,...,1= ), defined in (4.26) 
is the following (the same with [24]): each ni xTA ℜ⊆),(  is the set of all states nx ℜ∈0  so that the solution of 
))0(),(),(,),(()( 0 ututdxtxftx =&  with initial condition 0)0( xx =  can be controlled to nx ℜ∈  in time s  less or equal 
than T  by means of appropriate inputs UD MMud ×∈),(  that satisfy )()(sup
],0[
xVtu i
st
≤⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∈
ζ  and such that the 
trajectory of the solution satisfies the constraint ( ) )())((supmax ,
],0[,...,1
xVtxV ijji
stkj
≤
∈=
γ . In general it is very difficult to 
obtain an accurate description of the set-valued maps ni
n xTAxT ℜ⊆→∋ℜ×ℜ+ ),(),(  defined by (4.26). 
However, for every );(1 ℜℜ∈ nCg , we have: { })()()(:),(),( 00 xbTxgxgxxTBxTA gingii ≤−ℜ∈=⊆ , nxT ℜ×ℜ∈∀ +),(  
where  
{ }( ) { }( ) +∞<⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ≤≤∈∇= = )()(),(maxmax,)(,max,:),,,,()(max:)( 0,,...,1000 xVxVVxVuuDduudxfgxb ijjjikjigi ξγζξξ  
and );(1 +ℜℜ∈ ni CV ( ki ,...,1= ) are the functions involved in hypotheses of Theorem 4.8. 
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5. Examples and Applications  
 
Example 5.1: Consider the time-delay system: ( ) nixtTtdgtxatx riiii ,...,1,)(),()()( =+−=&                                               (5.1) 
 
where mDtd ℜ⊆∈)( , 0>ia  ( ni ,...,1= ) and ℜ→ℜ−× )];0,([: 0 ni rCDg  ( ni ,...,1= ) are continuous mappings 
with  
rjjinjiDd
xcxdg ,
,...,1
max),(sup
=∈
≤                                                                      (5.2) 
 
for certain constants 0, ≥jic  ( nji ,...,1, = ). We next show that )];0,([0 0 nrC ℜ−∈  is RGAS for (5.1) if iii ac <,  for 
all ni ,...,1=  and the following small-gain conditions hold for each nr ,...,2= : 
 
rr iiiiiiiii aaaccc ...... 2113221 ,,, <                                                            (5.3) 
for all },...,1{ ni j ∈ , kj ii ≠  if kj ≠ . 
 
First, we notice that hypotheses (S1-4) hold for system (5.1) under hypothesis (5.2) with output 
)];0,([:),( 0 nrCxxtH ℜ−∈= . Define the family of functions )0(
2
1)( 2ii xxQ =   and 
2
]0,[ 2
1))((sup:)( rii
r
i xxQxV == −∈ θθ  ( ni ,...,1= ) for )];0,([
0 nrCx ℜ−∈ . These mappings satisfy inequality (4.19) and 
definition (4.20) with 21 2
1:)( s
n
sa = , 22 2
1:)( ssa = , 1)( ≡tβ  and 0:=ir , ni ,...,1= . Let )1,0(∈λ  and notice that 
implication (4.16) holds with s
a
c
s
i
ji
ji 22
2
,
, :)( λγ =  and sas ii )1(2:)( λρ −= . Condition (5.3) and the fact that iii ac <,  
for all ni ,...,1=  implies that the small-gain conditions (4.17), (4.18) hold for )1,0(∈λ  sufficiently close to 1. We 
conclude from Corollary 4.5 that )];0,([0 0 nrC ℜ−∈  is RGAS for (5.1).  
 
It is important to notice that the conditions on the diagonal terms cannot be avoided in general. Such a situation 
occurs for example when )()()()( 22,111,1111 rtxcrtxctxatx −+−+−=&  with 01,1 ≠c .                    <  
 
 
Example 5.2: Consider the following biochemical control circuit model: 
 
n
n
iiiii
nn
tXtXtX
nitXatXtX
tXatXgtX
+
−−
ℜ∈′=
=−−=
−−=
))(),...,(()(
,...,2,)()()(
)())(()(
1
11
111
τ
τ
&
&
                                       (5.4) 
 
where 0>ia , 0≥iτ  ( ni ,...,1= ) are constants and );(1 ++ ℜℜ∈Cg  is a function with 0)( >Xg  for all 0>X . 
This model has been studied in [32] (see pages 58-60 and 93-94). In this book it is further assumed that 
);(1 ++ ℜℜ∈Cg  is bounded and strictly increasing (a typical choice for );(1 ++ ℜℜ∈Cg  is p
p
X
XXg += 1)(  with 
p  being a positive integer). It is shown that if there is one equilibrium point for (5.4) then it attracts all solutions. If 
there are two equilibrium points then all solutions are attracted to these points. Here we study (5.4) under the 
following assumption: 
 
(H) There exist 0* >nX , 0>K  and )1,0(∈λ  with )( ** nn XgaX =  and such that 
**1
*
)( nn
n XXXXgaX
XK
XK −+≤≤+
+ − λ , for all 0≥X                         (5.5) 
where ∏
=
=
n
j
jaa
1
.  
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Using Small-Gain Analysis we are in a position to prove: 
 
“Consider system (5.4) under hypothesis (H) and let i
ni
r τ
,...,1
max:
=
= . Then for every 
))int(];0,([00
nrCX +ℜ−∈  the solution of (5.4) with initial condition 0)0( XXTr =  satisfies 
*)(lim XtX
t
=+∞→ , where )int(),...,(
**
1
* n
nXXX +ℜ∈′=  with )( **
1
ni
i
j
j XgXa =⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛∏
=
, for 
1,...,1 −= ni .” 
 
It should be clear that in contrast to the analysis performed in [32] for (5.4) (based on the monotone dynamical system 
theory) we do not assume that );(1 ++ ℜℜ∈Cg  is bounded or strictly increasing, Moreover, even if there are two 
equilibrium points (notice that (5.5) allows 0)0( =g  and therefore n+ℜ∈0  can be an equilibrium point), we prove 
almost global convergence to the non-trivial equilibrium. 
 
A typical analysis of the equilibrium points of (5.4) under hypothesis (H) shows that there exists an equilibrium point ( )nX +∗ ℜ∈ int  satisfying: 
)( **
1
ni
i
j
j XgXa =⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛∏
=
, ni ,...,1=                                                               (5.6) 
 
In order to be able to study solutions of (5.4) evolving in ( )n+ℜint  we consider the following transformation: 
 
 )exp(* iii xXX = , ni ,...,1=                                                                  (5.7) 
 
Therefore system (5.4) under transformation (5.7) is expressed by the following set of differential equations: 
 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−−= 1))(exp(
)(
)))(exp((
1*
*
11 tx
Xg
txXg
ax
n
nnn τ&                                                 (5.8a) 
 ( )( )
n
n
iiiii
txtxtx
nitxtxatx
ℜ∈′=
=−−−= −−
))(),...,(()(
,...,2,1)()(exp)(
1
11 τ&                                        (5.8b) 
 
First, we notice that hypotheses (S1-4) hold for system (5.8) under hypothesis (H) with output 
)];0,([:),( 0 nrCxxtH ℜ−∈=  and that )];0,([0 0 nrC ℜ−∈  is an equilibrium point for (5.8). Define the family of 
functions )0(
2
1)( 2ii xxQ =   and 2
]0,[ 2
1))((sup:)( rii
r
i xxQxV == −∈ θθ  ( ni ,...,1= ) for )];0,([
0 nrCx ℜ−∈ . These 
mappings satisfy inequality (4.19) and definition (4.20) with 21 2
1:)( s
n
sa = , 22 2
1:)( ssa = , 1)( ≡tβ  and 0:=ir , 
ni ,...,1= . 
 
We define 0)(,1 ≡sjγ  for nj ≠  and ( )( )( )[ ]2,1 12exp1log21:)( −+= ssn θγ , where ⎟⎟⎠⎞⎜⎜⎝⎛ ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ +∈ 1,,1max λθ bb , )1,0(∈λ  
being the constant involved in hypothesis (H) and 
*
:
nX
Kb = . Notice that 
 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−−=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−− 1))0(exp(
)(
)))(exp((
)0(1))0(exp(
)(
)))(exp((
);0( 1*
*
111*
*
11
0
1 x
Xg
xXg
xax
Xg
xXg
axQ
n
nnn
n
nnn ττ  
 
We consider the following cases: 
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1) 0)0(1 <x . In this case the left hand side inequality (5.5) implies that 
( ) ( ))(exp)(exp 1))(exp())(exp( 1)(
)))(exp((
*
*
nn
nn
nn
nnn
nnn x
xb
bx
xb
b
Xg
xXg ττττ
τ −−−−+
+≥−−+
+≥− , where 
*
:
nX
Kb = . The 
inequality ( ) ))0(()( 11,1 xQxVnn ≤γ  implies ( )( ) )0(1))(exp(1ln 1xx nn −≤−−+ τθ , which combined with the previous 
inequalities gives: 
 ( )( )
( )1))0(exp(1
1))0(exp(1
)0(1))0(exp(
)(
)))(exp((
);0(
1
1
1
1
111*
*
11
0
1 −−++
−−−+≤⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−− −
−
xbb
xbb
xax
Xg
xXg
axQ
n
nnn
θ
θτ
              (5.9) 
 
2) 0)0(1 ≥x . In this case the right hand side inequality (5.5) implies that 
( )( )1)(exp11))(exp(1
)(
)))(exp((
*
*
−−+≤−−+≤− nnnn
n
nnn xx
Xg
xXg τλτλτ . The inequality ( ) ))0(()( 11,1 xQxVnn ≤γ  
implies ( )( ) )0(1))(exp(1ln 1xx nn ≤−−+ τθ , which combined with the previous inequalities gives:   
 
( )( )))0(exp(11)0(1))0(exp(
)(
)))(exp((
);0( 1
1
111*
*
11
0
1 xxax
Xg
xXg
axQ
n
nnn −−−≤⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−− −λθτ                  (5.10) 
 
Combining the two cases we obtain from (5.9) and (5.10) that the following implication holds: 
 
( ) )))0(((1))0(exp(
)(
)))(exp((
);0())0(()( 1111*
*
11
0
111,1 xQx
Xg
xXg
axQxQxV
n
nnn
nn ρτγ −≤⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−−⇒≤        (5.11) 
 
with ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )( ) ⎪⎭⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
−++
−−+−−−= −
−−
12exp1
12exp1
,2exp11min2:)(
1
1
1
11
sbb
sbb
ssas θ
θλθρ . 
 
We next define for ni ,...,2= , 0)(, ≡sjiγ  for 1−≠ ij  and ( )( )( )[ ]21, 12exp1log21:)( −+=− ssii μγ , where 1>μ  is to 
be selected. Working in a similar way as above we obtain for ni ,...,2= : 
 
( ) ( )( )( ) )))0(((1)0()(exp);0())0(()( 1101, iiiiiiiiiiiiii xQxxaxQxQxV ρτγ −≤−−−⇒≤ −−−                  (5.12) 
 
with ( ) ( )( )( )( )12exp1 2exp121:)( 11 −+ −−−= −− sssas ii μμρ  for ni ,...,2= .  
 
 
Therefore, we conclude from (5.11) and (5.12) that implication (4.16) holds. 
 
Finally, we check the small-gain conditions. Exploiting the previous definitions of the functions )(, sjiγ , nji ,...,1, = , 
we conclude that the small-gain conditions (4.17), (4.18) hold if and only if ( ) ssnnnnn <−−− )(... ,12,11, γγγ ooo  for all 
0>s . Since  
 
( ) ( )( )( )[ ]21,12,11, 12exp1log21)(... −+= −−−− ss nnnnnn θμγγγ ooo  
 
the small-gain conditions (4.17), (4.18)  hold with ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∈ −− 1
1
,1 nθμ .  
 
Thus, Corollary 4.5 implies that )];0,([0 0 nrC ℜ−∈  is Uniformly Globally Asymptotically Stable for system (5.8). 
Taking into account transformation (5.7), this implies that for every ))int(];0,([00
nrCX +ℜ−∈  the solution of (5.4) 
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with initial condition 0)0( XXTr =  satisfies *)(lim XtXt =+∞→ , where )int(),...,(
**
1
* n
nXXX +ℜ∈′=  with 
)( **
1
ni
i
j
j XgXa =⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛∏
=
, for 1,...,1 −= ni .                    <  
 
 
6. Conclusions 
 
       A novel Small-Gain Theorem is presented, which leads to vector Lyapunov characterizations of the (uniform and 
non-uniform) IOS property for various important classes of nonlinear control systems. The results presented in this 
work generalize many recent small-gain results in the literature and allow the explicit computation of the gain 
function of the overall system. Moreover, since the gain map nn ++ ℜ→ℜΓ :  is allowed to contain diagonal terms, the 
obtained results have direct applications to time-delay systems. Examples have demonstrated the effectiveness of the 
vector small-gain methodology to large-scale time-delay systems, such as those encountered in biotechnology. 
 
    Our future work will be directed at applications of the vector small-gain theorem to the nonlinear feedback design 
issue for various classes of nonlinear control systems. Another interesting topic for future research is to study the 
internal and external stability properties for coupled systems involving integral input-to-state stable (iISS, a weaker 
notion than ISS [36]) subsystems from a viewpoint of vector small-gain. Some preliminary results are reported upon 
in [8] for interconnected systems consisting of two ISS and/or iISS subsystems. 
 
Appendix-Proofs 
 
Proof of Proposition 2.7: We prove implications (iv) ⇒  (i), (iii) ⇒  (ii)  and  (ii) ⇒  (iv), since the implication  (i) 
⇒  (iii) is a consequence of Proposition 2.1.  
 
(iv) ⇒  (i): Clearly, since )()()( xQxk ≤Γ  for all 1≥k , nx +ℜ∈ , we have )()()( xQxk ≤Γ  for all 1≥k , nx +ℜ∈  
(notice that nk x +ℜ∈Γ )()( ). Continuity of the mapping { })(),...,(),(,)( )1()2( xxxxMAXxQ n−ΓΓΓ=  (which is a direct 
consequence of continuity of the mapping )(xΓ ) implies that for every 0>ε  there exists 0>δ  such that δ≤x , 
nx +ℜ∈  implies ε≤)(xQ  (notice that 0)0( =Q ). This implies stability. 
 
Since  nn ++ ℜ→ℜΓ :  is MAX-preserving we have { })(),...,(),())(( )()2( xxxMAXxQ nΓΓΓ=Γ  for all nx +ℜ∈ . 
Moreover, since )()()( xQxk ≤Γ  for all 1≥k , nx +ℜ∈  it follows that )())(( xQxQ ≤Γ  for all nx +ℜ∈ . Lemma 2.2 in 
conjunction with the fact that (iii) holds and )(xQx ≤  for all nx +ℜ∈  implies that 0)(lim )( =Γ∞→ x
k
k
 for all nx +ℜ∈ . 
 
(iii) ⇒  (ii): If there exist 0>s  and some integer ni ,...,1=  such that ssii ≥)(,γ  then the non-zero vector nx +ℜ∈  
with sxi =  and 0=jx  for ij ≠  will violate (iii). Consequently, ssii <)(,γ , for all 0>s , ni ,...,1= . 
 
Next suppose that 1>n . Suppose that there exist some 0>s , },...,2{ nr∈ , indices },...,1{ ni j ∈ , rj ,...,1= with 
kj ii ≠  if kj ≠  such that ( ) ssiiiiii r ≥)(... 13221 ,,, γγγ ooo . Without loss of generality we may assume that ji j = , for 
rj ,...,1=  and consequently ( ) ssr ≥)(... 1,3,22,1 γγγ ooo . The non-zero vector nx +ℜ∈  with sx =1 , ( ) )(... 1,2,11, sx rjjjjj γγγ ooo +++=  for rj ,...,2=  and 0=jx  for rj >  satisfies xx ≥Γ )(  and consequently 
hypothesis (iii) is violated. Therefore (ii) must hold. 
 
(ii) ⇒  (iv) The proof of this implication is a direct consequence of the fact that  
 ( ){ }kkjjjjjjiki njjxx kkk },...,1{),...,(:)(...max)( 1,,,)( 1211 ∈=Γ −γγγ oo  
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for all 1≥k , nx +ℜ∈  and ni ,...,1= . Using (ii) it may be shown that { })(),...,(),(,)()( )1()2()( xxxxMAXxQx nn −ΓΓΓ=≤Γ  for all nx +ℜ∈ . Since  nn ++ ℜ→ℜΓ :  is MAX-preserving we 
have { })(),...,(),())(( )()2( xxxMAXxQ nΓΓΓ=Γ  for all nx +ℜ∈ . As a result, we obtain )())(( xQxQ ≤Γ  for all 
nx +ℜ∈ . By induction, it follows that )())(()( xQxQk ≤Γ  for all 1≥k , nx +ℜ∈ . Since )(xQx ≤ , we obtain 
)()()( xQxk ≤Γ  for all 1≥k , nx +ℜ∈ . 
 
The fact that implication (iii) holds is shown by contradiction. Suppose that there exists a non-zero nx +ℜ∈  with 
xx ≥Γ )( . Consequently, for every },...,1{ ni∈  there exists },...,1{)( nip ∈  with iipipi xx ≥)( )()(,γ . With these 
inequalities in mind, there is at least one },...,1{ ni∈  with 0>ix , and a closed cycle ),,...,,( 1 ijji r  such that ( ) iiijjjji xxr ≥)(... ,,, 211 γγγ ooo , which contradicts (ii). Therefore the implication (ii) => (iv) holds. 
 
The proof is thus completed.              <  
 
 
Proof of Theorem 3.1: The proof consists of two steps: 
 
Step 1: We show that Σ  is RFC from the input UMu∈  and that for every DU MMduxt ×××ℜ∈ + X),,,( 00  the 
following inequality holds for all 0tt ≥ : 
( )( ) [ ] ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛≤ ],[0 0)(,0),()( ttuQtLQMAXtV Uτζσ 11                                           (A.1) 
 
Therefore by virtue of (A.1), (3.3), properties P1 and P2 of Lemma 2.7 in [20] hold for system Σ  with iVV =  and 
iG=γ  ( ni ,...,1= ). Moreover, if +∈Kβ  is bounded then (3.3) implies that properties P1 and P2 of Lemma 2.8 in 
[20] hold for system Σ  with iVV =  and iG=γ  ( ni ,...,1= ). 
 
Step 2: We prove the following claim. 
 
Claim: For every 0>ε , +∈Zk , 0, ≥TR  there exists 0),,( ≥TRk ετ  such that for every 
DU MMduxt ×××ℜ∈ + X),,,( 00  with ],0[0 Tt ∈  and Rx ≤X0   the following inequality holds: 
 
( )( )( ) [ ] ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛Γ≤ ],[0)( 0)(,0),(,)()( ttk uGtLQPQMAXtV Uτσε 1 , for all ktt τ+≥ 0                          (A.2) 
 
Moreover, if +∈Kc,β  are bounded then for every 0>ε , +∈Zk , 0≥R  there exists 0),( ≥Rk ετ  such that for 
every DU MMduxt ×××ℜ∈ + X),,,( 00  with Rx ≤X0  inequality (A.2) holds. 
 
 
Notice that hypothesis (H2) and inequality (3.3) guarantees the existence of +∈ ZRTk ),,(ε  such that 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛Γ≥
≤≤
0,)(max)(
0
)( tRbQPQ
Tt
l βσε 1  for all kl ≥ . If +∈Kβ  is bounded then k  is independent of T . Therefore 
by virtue of (A.2), property P3 of Lemma 2.7 in [20] holds for system Σ  with iVV =  and iG=γ  ( ni ,...,1= ). 
Moreover, if +∈Kc,β  are bounded then (A.2) implies that property P3 of Lemma 2.8 in [20] hold for system Σ  
with iVV =  and iG=γ  ( ni ,...,1= ). 
 
 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is thus completed with the help of Lemma 2.7 (or Lemma 2.8) in [20].  
 
 
Now, we return to establish RFC as claimed in Step 1. 
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Step 1: 
 
Let DU MMduxt ×××ℜ∈ + X),,,( 00 . Inequality (3.1) implies for all ),[ max0 ttt∈  
 
[ ] ( ) [ ]( ) [ ] ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛Γ≤ ],[],[0],[ 000 )(,,0),( tttttt uVtLMAXV Uτζσ 11                                         (A.3) 
 
Proposition 2.9 in conjunction with (A.3) implies (A.1) for all ),[ max0 ttt∈ .  
 
We show next that Σ  is RFC from the input UMu∈  by contradiction. Suppose that +∞<maxt . Then by virtue of 
the BIC property for every 0>M  there exists ),[ max0 ttt∈  with Mduxtt >X),,,,( 00φ . On the other hand 
estimate (A.1) in conjunction with the hypothesis +∞<maxt  shows that there exists 01 ≥M  such 
that 1)(sup
max0
MV
tt
≤
<≤
τ
τ
. The fact that )(tV  is bounded in conjunction with estimate (3.2) implies that there exist 
constants 02 ≥M  such that 2)(sup
max0
ML
tt
≤
<≤
τ
τ
. It follows from (3.3) and inequality 
( ))())(()(),,,,()( 00 ttVgtLbduxttt κφμ ++≤X  that the transition map of Σ , i.e., ),,,,( 00 duxttφ , is bounded on 
),[ max0 tt  and this contradicts the requirement that for every 0>M  there exists ),[ max0 ttt∈  with 
Mduxtt >X),,,,( 00φ . Hence, we must have +∞=maxt . 
 
Therefore, we conclude that Σ  is RFC from the input UMu∈  and that (A.1) holds for all 0tt ≥ . 
 
 
Step 2: Proof of the Claim 
 
The proof of the claim will be made by induction on +∈Zk .  
 
First we show inequality (A.2) for 1=k . 
 
Let arbitrary 0>ε , 0, ≥TR , DU MMduxt ×××ℜ∈ + X),,,( 00  with ],0[0 Tt ∈  and Rx ≤X0 .  Inequality (3.1) in 
conjunction with inequality (A.1) give for 0tt ≥ : 
 
( ) ( )( )( ) [ ] [ ]
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ΓΓ−≤
],[],[000 00
)(,)(,0),(,),()(
tttt
uuQtLQtttLMAXtV UU τζτγσσ 1111          (A.4) 
 
Since )())(( xQxQ ≤Γ  and xxQ ≥)(  for all nx +ℜ∈ , inequality (A.4) implies for all 0tt ≥ : 
 
( ) ( )( )( ) [ ] ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛Γ−≤ ],[000 0)(,0),(,),()( ttuQtLQtttLMAXtV Uτζσσ 111                                (A.5) 
 
Similarly inequality (3.2) in conjunction with inequality (A.1) give for 0tt ≥ : 
 
( ) ( )( )( ) [ ] [ ]
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛−≤
],[],[0000 00
)(,)(,0),(,,)(,)(max)(
tt
u
tt
upuQptLQpxatctttL UUX ττζσν 11   (A.6) 
 
Notice that (3.3) implies ( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛≤≤ ≤≤ )(max)()( 0000 tRbxtbtL Tt ββ X . Using the properties of the KL  functions we can 
guarantee that there exists 0),,(1 ≥TRετ  such that ετβσ ≤⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
≤≤ 10
,)(max tRb
Tt
. Notice that if +∈Kβ  then 01 ≥τ  
is independent of T . Then, it follows from (A.5) that we have 
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( )( )( ) [ ] ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛Γ≤ ],[0 0)(,0),(,)( ttuQtLQPMAXtV Uτζσε 11  for all 10 τ+≥ tt . Since ( ))()( sQsG ζ1≥  for all 0≥s  (a 
consequence of (3.5)) and εε 11 ≥)(Q , we conclude that inequality (A.2) holds for 1=k . 
 
 
Next suppose that for every 0>ε , 0, ≥TR  there exists 0),,( ≥TRk ετ  such that for every 
DU MMduxt ×××ℜ∈ + X),,,( 00  with ],0[0 Tt ∈  and Rx ≤X0   (A.2) holds for some +∈Zk . Let arbitrary 0>ε , 
0, ≥TR , DU MMduxt ×××ℜ∈ + X),,,( 00  with ],0[0 Tt ∈  and Rx ≤X0 .  Notice that the weak semigroup 
property implies that ∅≠+++∩ ],[),,,( 0000 rttduxt kk ττπ . Let ],[),,,( 0000 rttduxtt kkk +++∩∈ ττπ .  Then 
(3.1) implies: 
 
( ) [ ]( ) [ ] ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛Γ−≤ ],[],[ )(,,,)()( ttttkk kk uVtttLMAXtV Uτγσ 11 , for all ktt ≥                      (A.7) 
 
Moreover, inequality (A.2) gives: 
 
[ ] ( )( )( ) [ ] ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛Γ≤ ],[0)(],[ 0)(,0),(,)( ttktt uGtLQQMAXV k Uτσε 11 , for all ktt ≥                             (A.8) 
 
Inequality (A.6) also implies: 
 
( ) ( )( )( ) [ ] [ ]
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛−≤
],[],[000 00
)(,)(,0),(,,)(,)(max)(
kk tt
u
ttkk
upuQptLQpRatctttL UU ττζσν 11         (A.9) 
 
Using (A.8) and the fact that )())(( sGsG ≤Γ for all 0≥s  (a direct consequence of definition (3.5) and the fact that 
)())(( xQxQ ≤Γ  for all nx +ℜ∈ ), we obtain: 
 
[ ]( ) ( )( )( ) [ ] ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛Γ≤Γ + ],[0)1(],[ 0)(,0),(,)( ttktt uGtLQQMAXV k Uτσε 11 , for all ktt ≥                            (A.10) 
 
Inequality (A.10) in conjunction with inequality (A.7), the fact that ( ) )()()( ssQsG ζζ 11 ≥≥  for all 0≥s  and the fact 
that rtt kk ++≤ τ0  implies: 
 
( ) ( )( )( ) [ ] ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛Γ−−−≤ + ],[0)1(0 0)(,0),(,)(,,)()( ttkkk uGtLQQrtttLMAXtV Uτσετσ 111 , 
for all rtt k ++≥ τ0                                                                        (A.11) 
 
Inequality (A.9) in conjunction with the fact that  ( )( ) ( )sGspu ≤0,σ1 , ( )( )( )( ) ( )sGsQp ≤0,ζσ 11  for all 0≥s  and 
the facts that rtt kk ++≤ τ0 , ],0[0 Tt ∈  and Rx ≤X0  implies that  
 
( ) ( ) [ ] ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛−−−≤−−− ],[00 0)(,,),,(,)( ttkkk uGrttRTfMAXrtttL Uττεστσ 11 ,  
for all rtt k ++≥ τ0                                                                     (A.12) 
 
where 
 
( ) ⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
≤≤≤≤+≤≤
0,)(max,,)(max,)(maxmax:),,(
00),,(0
tRbQpRatctRTf
TtTtrTRt k
βσνε ετ 1               (A.13) 
 
The reader should notice that if +∈Kc,β  are bounded and kτ  is independent of T  then f  can be chosen to be 
independent of T  as well. Notice that by combining (A.11) and (A.12) we get: 
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( ) ( )( )( ) [ ] ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛Γ−−−≤ + ],[0)1(0 0)(,0),(,)(,,),,()( ttkk uGtLQQrttRTfMAXtV Uτσετεσ 111 , 
for all rtt k ++≥ τ0                                                                           (A.14) 
 
Clearly, there exists 0),,( ≥TRετ  such that ( ) ετεσ ≤,),,( RTf . Define: 
 
 ),,(),,(),,(1 TRrTRTR kk ετετετ ++=+                                                            (A.15) 
 
Again, the reader should notice that if f  and kτ  are independent of T  then 1+kτ  is independent of T  as well. Since 
εε 11 ≥)(Q  we obtain from (A.14): 
 
( )( )( ) [ ] ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛Γ≤ + ],[0)1( 0)(,0),(,)()( ttk uGtLQQMAXtV Uτσε 11 , for all 10 ++≥ ktt τ                (A.16) 
 
which shows that (A.2) holds for 1+k .  
  
The proof is complete.        <  
 
 
Proof of Theorem 4.1: We want to show that all hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold with  
 
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧=
=
),(max,),(max:),(
,...,1
xtVxtWxtL i
ki
                                                         (A.17) 
 
Notice that hypothesis (H3) of Theorem 3.1 is a direct consequence of inequalities (4.2), (4.3) and definition (A.17). 
Moreover, hypothesis (H4) of Theorem 3.1 is a direct consequence of inequality (4.2) with ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
=
−
iki
xaxq
,...,1
1
1 max:)(  for 
all nx +ℜ∈ . 
  
Consider a solution )(tx  of (4.1) corresponding to arbitrary DU MMdu ×∈),(  with arbitrary initial condition 
nxtx ℜ∈= 00 )( . Clearly, there exists a maximal existence time for the solution denoted by +∞≤maxt . Let 
))(,()( txtVtV ii = , ki ,...,1= , ))(,()( txtWtW ii =  absolutely continuous functions on ),[ max0 tt  and let 
))(,()( txtLtL = . Moreover, let ),[ max0 ttI ⊂  be the zero Lebesgue measure set where )(tx  is not differentiable or 
))(),(),(,()( tdtutxtftx ≠& . By virtue of (4.5), it follows that the following implication holds for Ittt \),[ max0∈  and 
ki ,...,1= : 
( ) ( )⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧≥ = )(max,)(max)( ,,...,1 tVtutV jjikji γζ ))(()( tVtV iii ρ−≤⇒ &                                   (A.18) 
 
and by virtue of (4.4) we get for Ittt \),[ max0∈ : 
( ) ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧+−≤ = )(max,))((max)()( ,...,1 tVptutWtW jjkjζλ&                                              (A.19) 
 
Lemma 3.5 in [24] in conjunction with (A.18) implies that there exists a family of continuous functions iσ  
( ki ,...,1= ) of class KL , with ssi =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s  such that for all ),[ max0 ttt∈  and ki ,...,1=  we have: 
( ) ( )
⎪⎪
⎪
⎭
⎪⎪
⎪
⎬
⎫
⎪⎪
⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎪
⎨
⎧
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−
≤
≤≤≤≤
≤≤=≤≤
τζσ
τγσσ
ττ
ττ
tsu
tsVtttV
tV
st
i
tt
jji
stkj
i
tt
ii
i
,)(supsup
,)(supmaxsup;,)(
max)(
00
00
,
,...,1
00
                           (A.20) 
 
Moreover, inequality (A.19) directly implies that for all ),[ max0 ttt∈  we have:   
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⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛+≤
≤≤=≤≤
)(supmax,)(supmax)()(
00
,...,1
0 sVpsutWtW j
tst
j
kjtst
ζλ                                (A.21) 
 
Let ),(max:),(
,...,1
tsts i
ki
σσ
=
= , which is a function of class KL  that satisfies ss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s . It follows from 
(A.20), (A.21) and definition (A.17) that for all ),[ max0 ttt∈  and ki ,...,1=  we get: 
 
⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛≤
≤≤≤≤=
)(sup,)(supmax,)(max)(
00
,
,...,1
0 susVtVtV
tst
j
tst
jikjii
ζγ                                    (A.22) 
 
( ) ⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛−≤
≤≤≤≤=
)(sup,)(supmax,,)(max)(
00
,
,...,1
00 susVtttLtV
tst
j
tst
jikji
ζγσ                            (A.23) 
 
⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−≤ ≤≤=≤≤ )(supmax,)(sup,)(1
1max)(
00
,...,1
0 sVpsutWtW i
tst
ikitst
ζλ                                   (A.24) 
 
Clearly, inequalities (A.23) show that (3.1) holds with kk ++ ℜ→ℜΓ : , ))(),...,(()( 1 ′ΓΓ=Γ xxx n  with 
)(max)( ,
,...,1
jji
kj
i xx γ==Γ  for all ki ,...,1=  and 
nx +ℜ∈ . Furthermore, since 0)(, ≡siiγ  for ki ,...,1=  and statement (ii) 
of Proposition 2.7 holds, it follows that hypothesis (H2) of Theorem 3.1 holds as well. Moreover, inequalities (A.22) 
and (A.24) imply that the following estimates hold for all ),[ max0 ttt∈ : 
 
( )
⎪⎪
⎪
⎭
⎪⎪
⎪
⎬
⎫
⎪⎪
⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎪
⎨
⎧
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−
≤
≤≤≤≤==
≤≤
)(sup,)(supmax,)(maxmax
,)(sup,)(
1
1
max)(
00
0
,
,...,1
0
,...,1
0
supsVptVp
sutW
tW
tst
ij
tst
jiikjiiki
tst
ζγ
ζλ
               (A.25) 
 
⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛≤
≤≤≤≤====
)(sup,)(supmaxmax,)(maxmax)(max
00
,
,...,1,...,1
0
,...,1,...,1
susVtVtV
tst
j
tst
jikjkiikiiki
ζγ                   (A.26) 
Define: 
( ) ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧=
=
)(max,)(max:)(
,...,1
spssp i
ki
u ζζ , for all 0≥s                                                 (A.27) 
 
( ) ( )( )⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧= ==== jjiikjkijjikjki xpxxp ,,...,1,...,1,,...,1,...,1 maxmax,maxmaxmax:)( γγ , for all nx +ℜ∈                      (A.28) 
 
Combining estimates (A.25), (A.26) and exploiting definitions (A.17), (A.27) and (A.28) we get for all ),[ max0 ttt∈ : 
⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−≤ ≤≤≤≤≤≤ )(sup,)(sup),...,(sup,)(1
1max)(
000
10 supsVsVptLtL
tst
u
k
tsttstλ                            (A.29) 
 
Inequality (3.2) is a direct consequence of (A.29), inequalities (4.2), (4.3) and Corollary 10 in [36] with 1)( ≡tν , 
1N∈up , np N∈  as defined by (A.27), (A.28) and appropriate 1N∈a  and +∈Kc . The reader should notice that if 
+∈Kβ  is bounded then +∈Kc  is bounded as well.  
 
Consequently, all hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold with ),(max:),(
,...,1
tsts i
ki
σσ
=
= , which is a function of class KL  that 
satisfies ss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s . The rest of proof is a consequence of Remark 3.2 in conjunction with definitions 
(A.27), (A.28). The proof is complete.         <  
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Proof of Theorem 4.4: We want to show that all hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold with  
 
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧=
=
),(max,),(max:),(
,...,1
xtVxtWxtL iki
                                                         (A.30) 
 
Notice that hypothesis (H3) of Theorem 3.1 is a direct consequence of inequalities (4.12), (4.13), definitions (A.30), 
(4.15) and Corollary 10 in [36]. Moreover, hypothesis (H4) of Theorem 3.1 is a direct consequence of inequality 
(4.12) with ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
=
−
i
ki
xaxq
,...,1
1
1 max:)(  for all 
nx +ℜ∈ . 
  
We next show that hypotheses (H1) and (H2) of Theorem 3.1 hold as well. The proof consists of two steps: 
 
Step 1: We show that hypotheses (H1), (H2) of Theorem 3.1 hold for arbitrary DU MMdut ××ℜ∈ +),,( 0  and 
)];0,([)( 100
n
r rCxxtT ℜ−∈= . 
 
Step 2: We show that hypotheses (H1), (H2) of Theorem 3.1 hold for arbitrary DU MMdut ××ℜ∈ +),,( 0  and 
)];0,([)( 000
n
r rCxxtT ℜ−∈= . 
 
Step 1: Consider the solution )(tx  of (4.10) corresponding to arbitrary DU MMdu ×∈),(  with arbitrary initial 
condition )];0,([)( 100
n
r rCxxtT ℜ−∈= . Clearly, there exists a maximal existence time for the solution denoted by 
+∞≤maxt . By virtue of Lemma A.2 in [22], we can guarantee that the functions ))(,()( xtTtQtQ irii = , ki ,...,1= , 
))(,()(
000 xtTtQtQ r=  are absolutely continuous functions on ),[ max0 tt . Let 
)(sup))(,()(
]0,[
θ
θ
+==
+−∈
tQxtTtVtV i
rr
rii
i
, ki ,...,1= , )(sup))(,()( 0
]0,[ 0
θ
θ
+==
+−∈
tQxtTtWtW
rr
r  and 
))(,()( xtTtLtL r=  be mappings defined on ),[ max0 tt . Moreover, let ),[ max0 ttI ⊂  be the zero Lebesgue measure set 
where )(tx  is not differentiable or ))(),(,)(,()( tdtuxtTtftx r≠& . By virtue of (4.16), it follows that the following 
implication holds for Ittt \),[ max0∈  and ki ,...,1= : 
 
( ) ( )⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧≥
≤≤=≤≤
)(supmax,)(supmax)( ,
,...,1
00
sVsutQ jji
tstkjtst
i γζ ))(()( tQtQ iii ρ−≤⇒ &                         (A.31) 
and by virtue of (4.14) we have 
( ) ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧+−≤ = )(max,))((max)()( ,...,100 tVptutQtQ jjkjζλ&                                              (A.32) 
 
Lemma 3.5 in [24] in conjunction with (A.31) implies that there exists a family of continuous functions iσ~  
( ki ,...,1= ) of class KL , with ssi =)0,(~σ  for all 0≥s  such that for all ),[ max0 ttt∈  and ki ,...,1=  we have: 
( ) ( )
⎪⎪
⎪
⎭
⎪⎪
⎪
⎬
⎫
⎪⎪
⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎪
⎨
⎧
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−
≤
≤≤≤≤
≤≤=≤≤
τζσ
τγσσ
ττ
ττ
tsu
tsVtttQ
tQ
st
i
tt
jji
stkj
i
tt
ii
i
,)(sup~sup
,)(supmax~sup;,)(~
max)(
00
00
,
,...,1
00
                           (A.33) 
 
Moreover, inequality (A.32) directly implies that for all ),[ max0 ttt∈  we have:   
⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛+≤
≤≤=≤≤
)(supmax,)(supmax)()(
00
,...,1
000 sVpsutQtQ j
tst
j
kjtst
ζλ                                (A.34) 
 
Using the fact that ssi =)0,(~σ  for all 0≥s , we obtain from (A.33) for all ),[ max0 ttt∈  and ki ,...,1= : 
 
( ) ⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛−≤
≤≤≤≤=
)(sup,)(supmax,,)(~max)(
00
,
,...,1
00 susVtttQtQ
tst
j
tst
jikjiii
ζγσ                              (A.35) 
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Let iσ  ( ki ,...,1= ) be functions of class KL , defined by stsi =),(σ  for all 0≥s , ],0[ rt∈  and 
),(~),( rtsts ii −=σσ  for all 0≥s , rt > . Using the fact that )(sup))(,()(
]0,[
θ
θ
+==
+−∈
tQxtTtVtV i
rr
rii
i
, ki ,...,1=  we 
obtain from (A.35) for all ),[ max0 ttt∈  and ki ,...,1= : 
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Similarly, using (A.34) and the fact that )(sup))(,()( 0
]0,[ 0
θ
θ
+==
+−∈
tQxtTtWtW
rr
r  we obtain for all ),[ max0 ttt∈ : 
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Let ),(max:),(
,...,1
tsts i
ki
σσ
=
= , which is a function of class KL  that satisfies ss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s . It follows from 
(A.36) and definition (A.30) that for all ),[ max0 ttt∈  and ki ,...,1=  we get: 
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Clearly, inequalities (A.39) show that (3.1) holds with kk ++ ℜ→ℜΓ : , ))(),...,(()( 1 ′ΓΓ=Γ xxx n  with 
)(max)( ,
,...,1
jji
kj
i xx γ==Γ  for all ki ,...,1=  and 
nx +ℜ∈ . Moreover, since statement (ii) of Proposition 2.7 holds, it 
follows that hypothesis (H2) of Theorem 3.1 holds as well. Finally, inequalities (A.37) and (A.38) imply that the 
following estimates hold for all ),[ max0 ttt∈ : 
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Define: 
( ) ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧=
=
)(max,)(max:)(
,...,1
spssp i
ki
u ζζ , for all 0≥s                                                 (A.42) 
( ) ( )( )⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧= ==== jjiikjkijjikjki xpxxp ,,...,1,...,1,,...,1,...,1 maxmax,maxmaxmax:)( γγ , for all nx +ℜ∈                      (A.43) 
 
Combining estimates (A.40), (A.41) and exploiting definitions (A.30), (A.42) and (A.43) we get for all ),[ max0 ttt∈ : 
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Inequality (3.2) is a direct consequence of (A.44), inequalities (4.12), (4.13) and Corollary 10 in [36] with 1)( ≡tν , 
1N∈up , np N∈  as defined by (A.42), (A.43) and appropriate 1N∈a  and +∈Kc . The reader should notice that if 
+∈Kβ  is bounded then +∈Kc  is bounded as well.  
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Step 2: Let DU
n MMrCduxt ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 100 . Inequalities (A.39) imply for the solution )(tx  of (4.10) 
corresponding to DU MMdu ×∈),(  with initial condition )];0,([)( 100 nr rCxxtT ℜ−∈=  and for all ),[ max0 ttt∈ : 
 
( )( ) [ ] ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛≤ ],[0 0)(,0),()( ttuQtLQMAXtV Uτζσ 11                                         (A.45) 
 
where { })(),...,(),(,)( )1()2( xxxxMAXxQ n−ΓΓΓ= . Using (4.12), (4.13), (A.30), (A.44) and (A.45) we obtain 
functions +∈Kρ , ∞∈Ka  such that the solution )(tx  of (4.10) corresponding to DU MMdu ×∈),(  with initial 
condition )];0,([)( 100
n
r rCxxtT ℜ−∈=  and for all ),[ max0 ttt∈ : 
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0
0 suxtaxtT
tst
rrr ρ                                                     (A.46) 
 
Lemma 2.6 in [23] and (A.46) imply that system (4.10) is RFC from the input UMu∈ .  
 
We next claim that inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) hold for all DU
n MMrCduxt ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 000  and 
0tt ≥ . The proof will be made by contradiction. Suppose on the contrary that there exists 
DU
n MMrCduxt ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 000  and 01 tt >  such that the solution )(tx  of (4.10) with initial 
condition 00 )( xxtTr =  corresponding to input DU MMdu ×∈),(  satisfies ( ) 0,,,, 001 >udxttβ , where  
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u
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U
U
τζσ
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Using continuity of the mappings ),( xtLx → , ),( xtVx i→  ( ki ,...,1= ) and continuity of the solution of (4.10) 
with respect to the initial condition we can guarantee that the mapping ( )udxttx ,,,, 0010 β→  is continuous. Using 
density of )];0,([1 nrC ℜ−  in )];0,([0 nrC ℜ− , continuity of the mapping ( )udxttx ,,,, 0010 β→ , we conclude 
that there exists )];0,([~ 10
nrCx ℜ−∈  such that: 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( )udxttudxttudxtt ,,,,
2
1,,~,,,,,, 001001001 βββ ≤−   
 
Thus we obtain a contradiction. 
 
Consequently, all hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold with ),(max:),(
,...,1
tsts i
ki
σσ
=
= , which is a function of class KL  that 
satisfies ss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s . The rest of proof is a consequence of Remark 3.2 in conjunction with definitions 
(A.42), (A.43). The proof is complete.         <  
 
 
Proof of Theorem 4.8: We want to show that all hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold with  
 
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧=
=
)(max,),(max:),(
,...,1
xVxtWxtL i
ki
                                                         (A.47) 
where  ( ) )()1(exp:),( xQtxtW +−= μ                                                                  (A.48) 
 
Notice that definition (A.48) in conjunction with inequalities (4.23) imply the following inequality for all 
nxt ℜ×ℜ∈ +),( : ( ) ( ) ( )xaxtWxVxVgxat k 413 ),())(),...,(()1(exp ≤≤−−+− κμ  
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Using Corollary 10 in [36], we can find functions ∞∈Ka~ , +∈Kη  such that ( )( ) )(~)(
1)1(exp13 sat
tsa ημ ≤+
−  for all 
0, ≥st . Consequently, we obtain ( ) ( ) ))((~)1(exp 13 stasat ημ −≥+−  for all 0, ≥st . Notice that hypothesis (H3) of 
Theorem 3.1 with 1)( ≡tβ  is a direct consequence of previous inequalities, (4.22) and definitions (A.47), (A.48). 
Moreover, hypothesis (H4) of Theorem 3.1 is a direct consequence of inequality (4.22) with ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
=
−
iki
xaxq
,...,1
1
1 max:)(  
for all nx +ℜ∈ . 
 Consider the solution )(tx  of (4.21) under hypotheses (R1-4) corresponding to arbitrary 
+ℜ××∈ MMMddu DU)
~
,,(  with arbitrary initial condition nxtx ℜ∈= 00 )( . Notice that since system (4.21) is 
autonomous (see [18]) it suffices to consider the case 00 =t . By virtue of Proposition 2.5 in [18], there exists a 
maximal existence time for the solution denoted by +∞≤maxt . Let ))(()( txVtV ii = , ki ,...,1= , ))(,()( txtWtW = , 
))(,()( txtLtL =  absolutely continuous functions on ),0[ maxt . Moreover, let ,...},{: 10 ττπ =  be the set of sampling 
times (which may be finite if +∞<maxt ) and { }ttp ≤∈= τπτ :max:)( , { }ttq ≥∈= τπτ :min:)( . Let ),0[ maxtI ⊂  
be the zero Lebesgue measure set where )(tx  is not differentiable or where ))(),(),(),(),(()( ii ututdxtxftx ττ≠& . 
Clearly, we have ),));((),(()( uPdPtpxtpttx tt−= φ  for all ),0[ maxtt∈ , where ))(())(( stpusuPt += , 
))(())(( stpdsdPt += , 0≥s . Next we show that the following implication holds for Itt \),0[ max∈  and ki ,...,1= : 
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In order to prove implication (A.49) let Itt \),0[ max∈ , ki ,...,1= , )(tp=τ  and suppose that 
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inequality implies that ( ) ( ) ( ) ))(()),);(,((,))(())(()( , txVuPdPxsVtxVsuPsu ittjjiit ≤≤=+ τφγζτζ  for all 
],0[ τ−∈ ts  and kj ,...,1= . In this case, by virtue of definition (4.26) and the fact that ))(),(( τττ uxht ≤− , it 
follows that ))()),(),((()( txuxhAx i τττ ∈ . Since ))(),(),(),(),(()( ττ ututdxtxftx =& , we conclude from (4.25) that  
))(()( tVtV iii ρ−≤& . 
 
Lemma 3.5 in [24] implies that there exists a family of continuous function iσ  of class KL ( ki ,...,1= ), with 
ssi =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s  such that for all ),0[ maxtt∈  and ki ,...,1=  we have: 
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Let ),(max:),(
,...,1
tsts i
ki
σσ
=
= , which is a function of class KL  that satisfies ss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s . Inequalities (3.1) 
with kk ++ ℜ→ℜΓ : , ))(),...,(()( 1 ′ΓΓ=Γ xxx n  with )(max)( ,
,...,1
jji
kj
i xx γ==Γ  for all ki ,...,1=  and 
nx +ℜ∈  are direct 
consequences of the previous definition, estimates (A.50), definition (A.47) and the fact that ssi =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s  
and ki ,...,1= . Moreover, since statement (ii) of Proposition 2.7 holds, it follows that hypothesis (H2) of Theorem 3.1 
holds as well. 
 
Exploiting (4.24) and definition (A.48) we get for Itt \),0[ max∈ : 
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Inequality (A.51) directly implies that for all ),0[ maxtt∈  we have:   
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Moreover, inequalities (A.50) and (A.52) imply that the following estimates hold for all ),0[ maxtt∈ : 
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Define: 
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spssp iki
u ζζ , for all 0≥s                                                 (A.55) 
( ) ( )( )⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧= ==== jjiikjkijjikjki xpxxp ,,...,1,...,1,,...,1,...,1 maxmax,maxmaxmax:)( γγ , for all nx +ℜ∈                      (A.56) 
 
Combining estimates (A.53), (A.54) and exploiting definitions (A.55), (A.56) and (A.47) we get for all ),0[ maxtt∈ : 
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Inequality (3.2) is a direct consequence of (A.57), inequalities (4.22), (4.23) with 1)()( ≡= tctν , 1N∈up , np N∈  as 
defined by (A.55), (A.56) and appropriate 1N∈a .  
 
Consequently, all hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold with ),(max:),(
,...,1
tsts i
ki
σσ
=
= , which is a function of class KL  that 
satisfies ss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s . The rest of proof is a consequence of Remark 3.2 in conjunction with definitions 
(A.55), (A.56). The proof is complete.         <  
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